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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
A wind engineering study of the EPIA control tower has been 
completed. The study consisted of several phases, including boundary-
layer wind-tunnel tests on a scale model of the tower to determine the 
wind loading, a statistical study of on-site wind velocity data to allow 
proper application of the model test data, and calculation of the 
response of the tower to these wind loads. The tower's response was 
expressed as equivalent static wind loads for strength design, and 
acceleration of the control cab for performance evaluation. Existing 
literature regarding human response to acceleration in tall structures 
was reviewed, and various suggested criteria for objectionable motion 
were adapted to the EPIA control tower. The methodology of the model 
tests and the application of structural response theory to this data 
allowed identification of the dominant flow effects around the tower, 
and various means of reducing the tower's response through changes in 
mass, stiffness, and size. 
The acceleration response of the original tower scheme was quite 
large in the cross-wind direction, due to a phenomenon known as vortex 
shedding, prompting concern over human discomfort. A second scheme, 
made necessary by an extra floor added to the tower cab, caused the 
vortex shedding to lock-in on the tower's own natural frequency, and 
drive the response even higher. Several additional schemes were then 
examined for response, all aimed at reducing the response by avoiding 
the vortex-shedding frequency. Various measures of response were 
computed for schemes 3, 8, and 9. Schemes 8 and 9 were both successful 
in achieving a reasonable level of response. 
i 
The most complete response data is given for scheme 9, and includes 
static equivalent design loads, acceleration response, and estimated 
levels of human perception and objection of motion. All of the tower 
occupants can be expected to perceive motion every 6 months, on average, 
and half of them may be able to perceive motion, on average, every 7 
days. Evidence suggests that the professional staff holding permanent 
work positions in the tower should become accustomed to this motion, 
or can be trained to accept it. Taking this into account, it is 
predicted that the overall level of objection to motion in the tower 
will be between 1 and 12 percent of the occupants, depending on the 
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WIND-ENGINEERING STUDY OF 
EPIA CONTROL TOWER, SAUDI ARABIA 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A 281 ft (83.53 m) high control tower is currently being engineered 
by Bechtel Civil & Minerals, Inc. as part of the Eastern Province Inter-
national Airport (EPIA) Project for the government of the Kingdom of 
Saudi Arabia. A model of the proposed structure is shown in Figure 2.5. 
The occupied portion of the tower, known as a control cab, is supported 
by a pedestal-type base, which houses an elevator and stairwell, and 
accounts for 240 ft (73.15 m) of the total tower height. The pedestal 
has a hexagonal cross section with six steel columns on a diameter of 
22.31 ft (6.800 m) laced together with steel cross-bracing. All girder 
to column connections are to be field-bolted. The pedestal is clad with 
an aluminum skin which forms protruding architectural fins covering the 
columns. These fins are slightly tapered, and result in a maximum width 
of 28.2 ft (8.60 m) at ground level and 25.3 ft (7.70 m) just below the 
cab. The average slenderness (height/width) ratio of the pedestal 
itself, then, is 9.0; accounting for the total height of the tower, the 
slenderness ratio is 10.5. 
For preliminary design purposes, Bechtel applied the wind loading 
provisions of the 1982 Uniform Building Code [1], and selected a design 
wind speed of 80 mph (fastest mile at 33 ft elevation). However, this 
code contains the following disclaimer: 
2 
Structures sensitive to dynamic effects, such as 
buildings with a height-width ratio greater than five, struc-
tures sensitive to wind-excited oscillations, such as vortex 
shedding or icing, and buildings over 400 ft in height, shall 
be, and any structure may be, designed in accordance with 
approved national standards. 
The "approved national standard" referred to is ANSI ASS.l-1982 [2]. 
This code describes a procedure which can be used to estimate the along-
wind response in the form of the so-called gust response factor--of tall 
flexible structures. As the code states, however, 
The gust response factor accounts for the additional 
loading effects due to wind turbulence over the fastest-mile 
wind speed. It also includes loading effects due to dynamic 
amplification for flexible buildings and structures, but does 
not include allowances for the effects of the cross-wind 
deflection, vortex shedding, or instability due to galloping 
or flutter. For structures susceptible to loading effects 
that are not accounted for in the gust response factor, 
information should be obtained from the recognized references 
or from wind-tunnel tests. 
Due to the slenderness and prismatic nature (i.e., cross section 
constant with height, offering no interruption to the exposed shape), 
susceptibility to vortex-shedding must be suspected. There are no known 
references which address these issues in the context of a geometry 
similar to the subject tower, and therefore a wind-tunnel study is 
indicated. In fact the results of the study reported herein show that, 
for certain wind directions, a high degree of vortex shedding occurs, 
and greatly magnifies the effective wind load. 
In addition to stresses induced by the effective wind load, the 
importance of the motion itself is widely recognized, as the accelera-
tion associated with the vibratory nature can lead to discomfort of the 
occupants. This phenomenon is discussed, among other sources, in the 
National Building Code of Canada [3], wherein it is recognized that such 
oscillations may be particularly large in the cross-wind direction in 
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tall slender structures. This code presents a "somewhat tentative" 
method of estimating the acceleration, briefly discusses the human 
response to acceleration issue, and suggests a rough criteria to which 
predicted accelerations should be limited. The acceleration-prediction 
method is also discussed in reference [ 4], where it is shown to have 
been derived from a similar method proposed by Vickery for the building 
code of Australia [5], which is in turn based on the results of wind-
tunnel studies on a variety of buildings, and carries a warning of 
extrapolation to structures of significantly different shape or dynamic 
properties. The Canadian code procedure has, however, been applied to 
the EPIA tower by Bechtel's structural consultant; it was found that, 
even at a wind speed of 40 mph (hourly mean at 33ft), the acceleration 
in the across-wind direction alone was far greater than the suggested 
design criteria. The adequacy of the analytical method was questioned, 
and a wind-tunnel study was also suggested. Evidently, a further 
requirement is to more fully investigate available data regarding human 
response to motion. 
The remaining requirement is to establish rational design wind 
speeds for the EPIA site. The initial selection of 80 mph was arbi-
trary, and was not based on any available wind statistics. Therefore, 
as much wind data as possible has been accumulated, and statistical 
analyses have been used to fit probability distributions to this data. 
In view of the preliminary nature of the structural design of the 
tower, and its anticipated excessive response to wind, design changes 
where expected as a result of or concurrent with the wind-tunnel study. 
Therefore, a recently developed type of dynamic model was used in this 
wind-tunnel study, on which the normalized wind load itself can be 
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measured. This is distinct from the response of the structure, which is 
subsequently calculated from the measured wind load; only in this stage 
it is necessary to take into account the dynamic prototype properties of 
mass, stiffness, and damping. At the same time, the normalized wind 
load is scaled to any desired wind speed. In fact, several structural 
schemes had been proposed by the completion of this study, and the 
response has been evaluated for these without the need of repeating any 
of the original wind-tunnel runs. The background, benefits, and limita-
tions of this type of wind-tunnel study are discussed in the remainder 
of this introductory section. 
To summarize, this wind-tunnel study consists of the following 
tasks: 
1. Perform dynamic model tests in the wind tunnel to measure the 
normalized wind load on the tower. These results are given in 
Section 3. 
2. Statistically analyze available wind data to establish 
rational design wind speeds; or conversely, the mean recur-
rence interval of any specified wind. 
3. Compute the response of the structure for various structural 
schemes (i.e., various values of mass, stiffness, and damp-
ing). These results are given in Section 4. Wind loads for 
strength design are in the form of response moments, or equi-
valent static base moments, for a SO-year or 100-year mean 
recurrence wind. Motion for performance design is in the form 
of vector resultant rms acceleration of the control cab floor 
for various recurrence intervals from 0.1 to 10 years. 
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4. Review all available data concerning human response to motion 
in a tall building environment. These data are very scarce 
and not directly applicable. After making rough allowances 
based on judgement, however, it is possible to estimate the 
degree of motion perception as well as levels of actual 
objection, based on acceleration levels experienced and their 
average recurrence rate. This is the topic of Section 5. 
1.2 Modeling 
The development of boundary-layer wind tunnels has provided a 
method for determination of wind loads on structures such as the EPIA 
Control Tower. A boundary-layer wind tunnel differs from other types of 
wind tunnels in that a thick (2-4 ft) turbulent boundary layer is 
developed along the floor of a long test section whose characteristics 
produce an accurate scaled model of the atmospheric boundary layer. 
The criteria to be satisfied for accurate modeling of the 
atmospheric boundary layer and wind loads on a structure have been 
documented in the literature [6,7,8]. In general, the requirements are 
that the model and prototpye be geometrically similar, that the approach 
mean velocity at the building site have a vertical profile shape similar 
to the full-scale flow, that the turbulence characteristics of the flows 
be similar, and that the Reynolds number for the model and prototype be 
equal. These criteria are satisfied by constructing a scale model of the 
structure and its surroundings and performing the wind tests in a wind 
tunnel specifically designed to model atmospheric boundary-layer flows. 
The wind tunnel simulation produces both the vertical profile shape in 
mean velocity and the properly scaled turbulence characteristics. 
6 
Reynolds number similarity requires that the quantity UD/V be 
equal for model and prototype. Since v, the kinematic viscosity of 
air, is identical for both, Reynolds numbers cannot be made equal with 
reasonable wind velocities. To accomplish this the air velocity in the 
wind tunnel would have to be as large as the model scale factor times 
the prototype wind velocity, a velocity which would introduce unaccept-
able compressibility effects. However, for sufficiently high Reynolds 
numbers (>2xl04) the flow conditions at any location on the structure 
will be essentially constant for a large range of Reynolds numbers. 
. 7 8 5 6 Typ1cal values encountered are 10 -10 for the full-scale and 10 -10 
for the wind-tunnel model. In this range acceptable flow and wind load 
similarity is achieved without Reynolds number equality. 
Any measurement--velocity, pressure, force, moment, etc.--taken on 
the model may be extrapolated to the full-size structure (prototype) by 
expressing it in nondimensional (normalized) or "reduced" form. The 
reduced value, often referred to as a coefficient, is equally applicable 
to both model and prototype. For example, the ratio between wind veloc-
ities at any two points is a constant applicable at any scale; there-
fore, the measured velocity at any point, u, is reported as a normalized 
velocity u/U, where U is a reference velocity measured at a fixed 
location. The reference location is arbitrary so long as a correspond-
ing location in the prototype is used. For this reason, the reference 
location is usually placed where flow conditions a) are not affected by 
the model structure, and b) can be determined for the prototype site. It 
is common practice in wind-tunnel work to select the reference location 
above the test structure at a height equal to the boundary layer thick-
ness--the so-called gradient height, denoted z or o. g The full-scale 
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(prototype) velocity at this location for a storm of any desired 
intensity, or mean recurrence interval (e.g., the so-called 50-year 
wind) is determined from available wind data and an estimated velocity 
profile. 
Similarly, pressures are presented as a pressure coefficient, 
defined by 
c = P. 
p q 
where p is the measured pressure and q is the reference pressure, 
defined as the dynamic pressure at the reference location: 
1 2 
q = - pU 
2 
here p is the air density. Thus the pressure at any point on the 
prototype where a measured coefficient exists, for any desired wind 
storm, can be found by the following steps: 1) determine the reference 
wind velocity U, 2) compute the reference pressure q, 3) multiply this 
by the pressure coefficient c . 
p 
Other measured quantities are treated in the same manner, and 
require the establishment of a suitable reference quantity. If D, H, 
and L are established as the reference width, height, and length, 
respectively, of the structure, then we can define 
Reference area = A = DH 
Reference force = qA 
Reference moment = qAL 
Now if a force F or a moment M is measured in the wind tunnel, the 
reduced forms are the force coefficient, 
and the moment coefficient, 
8 
When it is required to consider the fluctuation rate, or frequency, 
of a dynamic quantity, the measured frequency f is expressed as the 





where D and U are the reference width and velocity introduced above. 
As an application of the reduced frequency, a long slender body of width 
D exposed to a cross flow of velocity U is often observed to shed 
vortices at a regular frequency, which corresponds to a particular value 
of f known as the Strouhal number. This number is a property of the 
r 
cross-sectional shape of the body, and has been tabulated for a variety 
of common shapes [ 9] . Thus, once the Strouhal number for a shape is 
known, the shedding frequency for any size of the body in any flow 
velocity may be determined. 
The various reference quantities used in this study and their value 
in the model and prototype are given in Table 1.1. 
For many streamlined bodies or those having curved surfaces, any of 
the various reduced values or coefficients described above may not be 
absolute constants, but functions of the Reynolds number. Since this 
number is generally not equal for model and prototype, as discussed 
above, wind-tunnel studies of such bodies do not always produce valid 
results. For bluff bodies, or those having sharp edges and corners 
which determine flow separation, the Reynolds number independence of 
these values is well established. The EPIA control tower falls into 
this latter category; therefore, all test results may be safely extra-






















REFERENCE QUANTITIES FOR SCALING TEST DATA 
Meaning 
Thickness of boundary layer, 
gradient height 
Mean velocity at z = z g 
Mass density of air 
Dynamic pressure q = pU2/2 
Diameter of column centers as 
in scheme 1 
Height of roof above ground 
Height of roof above assumed 



























1.3 Measurement Strategy 
Two general techniques using a boundary-layer wind tunnel are used 
to obtain fluctuating loads and responses for structures. In the older 
method, the structural properties, including stiffness, mass distribu-
tion, damping, and natural frequency, are modeled using appropriate 
scaling criteria. For most cases, a single-mass, rigid model represent-
ing the first mode of vibration is used. The model is supported by 
springs at its base providing up to three degrees of freedom for rota-
tion, and measurement of base moments, about perpendicular axes. The 
measurements give directly the structure response, as affected by the 
structure's vibration about each axis at the first mode frequency. Data 
output can include response base moments, top deflections, and top 
accelerations. This type of modeling, called aeroelastic, is necessary 
where motion of the structure is sufficient to modify the wind flow 
about the structure and hence the wind loading itself. Its chief dis-
advantage is that the structural properties must be reasonably well 
established before the model tests can proceed. Significant changes in 
structural properties usually require retesting. 
In the second method, a rigid model of the structure is mounted on 
a balance (load-measuring device) in such a way that the resulting 
natural frequency of the balance/model is much higher than the scaled 
first mode frequencies of the structure. A balance of this type can 
have up to 6 degrees of freedom for measurement of 3 forces and 3 
moments. The measurements give directly the fluctuating wind loads, 
usually in spectral form, without inclusion of structure inertial loads. 
The loading data can then be combined analytically with structural 
properties to obtain the mean and dynamic root-mean-square (rms) struc-
tural response. The peak response is estimated by adding the mean value 
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to a statistically-chosen factor times the rms value. If structural 
properties change, the analysis can be repeated without having to retest 
the model. 
For the EPIA Control Tower, the second method using a dynamic load 
balance was selected. The final design structural properties of the 
tower were sufficiently uncertain at the beginning of the test that 
structural properties could not be firmly established. The balance was 
configured to measure 2 components--bending moments about orthogonal x 
and y axes at the base of the tower. Details of the balance are 
described in Section 2.2. Load data were obtained in the form of mean 
values and power spectral densities. 
response is the subject of Appendix A. 
The calculation of dynamic 
Further discussion of the principles of dynamic load model studies 
is given in Appendix A. 
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2. TEST EQUIPMENT AND INSTRUMENTATION 
2.1 Wind Tunnel 
Three large wind tunnels are available in the Fluid Dynamics and 
Diffusion Laboratory at Colorado State University for wind engineering 
investigations. The wind tunnel used for this study was the Industrial 
Aerodynamics tunnel shown in Figure 2 .1. It has a 62 ft long test 
section with a 6 x 6 ft cross section. Velocity is continuously 
variable from 9 to 65 fps using a 75 hp variable pitch fan. 
The boundary layer used for this study was obtained using a flow 
trip--spires and a 7" barrier wall--at the test section entrance, fol-
lowed by floor roughness. The roughness was pegboard with 0.5 in. high 
dowels 0.25 in. in diameter placed 4 in. apart laterally and 3 in. apart 
in the flow direction. This roughness in combination with the spires 
and barrier gave a mean velocity profile at the model site given by 
where u is the mean velocity at height z, U is a reference velocity 
at height z , and o 
g 
is a power law exponent which varies with floor 
roughness, and describes the shape of the profile. The parameter values 
used in this study were a= 0.14, and z = 45 in. (model scale), or g 
675 ft (full scale). This profile is shown in Figure 2.2, along with 
the profile of longitudinal turbulence intensity. These wind-tunnel 
conditions are a suitable representation of the atmospheric boundary 
layer with strong winds in flat open country. 
2.2 Dynamic Load Balance 
The balance used in this project is shown in Figures 2. 3 and 
2. 4. Basically it is a strain-sensing apparatus consisting of three 
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Figure 2.3. Details of Dynamic Load Balance 
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Figure 2.4. Photographs of Load Balance and Control Tower Model 
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main parts: a heavy steel reaction or inertial ring, a steel sprung 
base plate, and supporting steel cross-beams. The test model is mounted 
to the base plate, slightly below ground level. The cross-beams allow 
the base plate--and therefore also the model--to rotate slightly about 
orthogonal 
test model. 
x and y axes, in a horizontal plane at the base of the 
Strain gages are attached to necked-down segments of these 
cross-members, and provide an electrical signal proportional to the 
bending moment about the corresponding axis of rotation. Temperature-
compensating resistors within each gage bridge network are installed 
within the base of the force balance. All strain gages are p-type 
silicon semiconductor electrical resistance gages, having a nominal gage 
factor of about 140. Gage excitation and amplification were provided by 
Accudata Model 218 gage control/ amplifiers, manufactured by Honeywell. 
2.3 Model 
The model of the EPIA control tower was constructed as shown in 
Figures 2.5 and 2.6. The model scale was 1:180, which was selected to 
be consistent with the existing boundary layer and turbulence scales in 
the wind tunnel, with the measurement capabilities of the balance, and 
the availability of stock materials from which to build the model. 
The pedestal of the model was machined from a stock piece of 
aluminum tube, as shown in Figure 2.6. This was bolted to the balance 
using a threaded steel plug inserted into the base of the tube. The 
tower cab was constructed of thin cardboard and styrofoam for lightness. 
The combination of a stiff balance, high bearing stresses between the 
balance platform and the aluminum tube, the rigidity of the aluminum 
tube, and the lightweight cab, enabled the entire model to react as 
a single-degree-of-freedom system, in each of the two components. 
18 
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Figure 2.6. Construction Details of Control Tower Model 
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Measured natural frequencies of rotation about the x and y axes were 
143 Hz and 153 Hz, respectively. The useable frequency bandwidth was 
modified using electronic filters, as described in Section 2.4. 
The entire model tower and balance assembly was mounted on the 
wind-tunnel turntable (Fig. 2. 1) which was rotated to simulate winds 
from various directions. The tower coordinate system and wind direction 
convention are shown in Figure 2.7. Note that since the balance rotates 
with the model, the coordinate system remains aligned with the building, 
instead of with the flow, as is common in aeronautical wind-tunnel 
practice. 
Due to symmetry of the tower and the flat open country around it, 
only wind directions from 180° through 360° were tested. Nineteen runs 
were made at 10° intervals; initial inspection of the results indicated 
there was no need for finer increments. The first set of runs, referred 
to as Configuration A, did not include any of the nearby terminal build-
ings in the wind tunnel. Thus, these results may be reflected about the 
north-south axis to account for wind directions 0° through 180°. An 
index of the runs is given in Table 3.1. 
A few additional runs were made at selected wind directions from 
270° to 360° with upwind terminal buildings in place. 
identified as Configuration B. 
2.4 Instrumentation 
These are 
As mentioned previously, the wind-tunnel balance is a strain gage-
based transducer which, operating in conjunction with a gage controller/ 
amplifier, produces a signal proportional to the balance moment. The 
mean balance moment is equal to the mean wind moment applied to the test 
model; fluctuating loads, however, are somewhat amplified due to reson-






Figure 2.7. Tower Coordinate System and Wind Direction Convention 
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single-degree-of-freedom system, with a known natural frequency 
(Section 2.3) and very low damping, the resonant amplification factor 
may be readily determined as a function of frequency. The amplifier 
output signal was therefore passed through a low-pass filter, having an 
attenuation function which very nearly compensates for the resonant 
amplification, for signal f~equencies below the resonant (natural) 
frequency of the balance. Signal frequencies at and above resonance 
were attenuated sharply by a second filter, having a steep ( 48 dB/ 
octave) roll-off rate. The primary purpose of this second filter was to 
prevent digital aliasing in the ensuing power spectral density calcula-
tions. The combination of balance resonance, the shaping filter, and 
the anti-aliasing filter resulted in an essentially flat response (con-
stant gain ± 0.5 dB) and alias-free system over a bandwidth from 0 Hz to 
about 70 Hz. 
The reference pressure in the wind tunnel--from which the reference 
velocity is calculated (see Section 1.2 and Table 1.1)--was sensed by a 
pitot-static tube located above the tower at the refernece height z . g 
The total and static pressure tubes from this sensor were routed to a 
differential pressure transducer, which provided an output signal pro-
portional to the dynamic pressure ~pU2 . The transducer and a dedi-
cated gage control/ amplifier were maintained and calibrated together 
as a unit, and produced a high-level signal precisely related to the 
reference pressure. 
The digital portion of the instrumentation system is centered 
around an HP 1000 21MX E-Series computer and includes a disc drive, 
printer, plotter, Digi-Data digital tape drive, and a Preston Scientific 
12-bit, 50 KHz, 16-channel analog-to-digital conversion system (ADC). 
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All computer software was developed by ERC-FFDL personnel, and performs 
the following functions: 1) control of ADC channels and sample rates, 
2) initiation and transfer of data from ADC to computer memory, 3) con-
version of time series from digital to numerical coefficient form using 
the measured reference pressure, 4) calculation of mean, rms, maximum, 
and minimum values of all channels, and echoing of this information on 
user's terminal at wind tunnel, 5) storage of time series data on mag-
netic tape, 6) calculation of power spectral densities of moment coeffi-
cient time series and storage of same on disc, 7) plotting or printing 
of power spectra, and 8) automatic identification of run number, channel 
number, channel label, units, wind direction and velocity on all forms 
of data storage and output. All functions, except for plotting, can be 
performed by the test conductor operating a remote terminal at the wind 
tunnel. To decrease the required test time, however, most power spectra 
were computed after testing by recalling time series data from tape. 
Power spectra were computed using a standard fast-fourier transform 
(FFT) algorithm, described in reference [10]. This procedure incorpor-
ates a cosine taper data window, and spectral smoothing using both 
frequency averaging and segment averaging. 
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3. TEST RESULTS 
3.1 Introduction 
This section presents all test data obtained from the EPIA tower 
model in the wind tunnel. As described previously, all data represents 
the applied moment due to wind about the x or y axis, referred to an 
elevation of 13350 mm (just below ground level). These moments have 
been reduced to coefficient form by dividing by the wind tunnel refer-
ence moment, as described in Section 1. 2. The coefficients may be 
scaled to full-scale moments corresponding to any desired wind velocity, 
by multiplying by a corresponding prototype reference moment (see 
Table 1.1). 
The applied wind moment is divided, for convenience, into its mean 
and fluctuating components: 
M = M + M' 
The fluctuating component, M', is a randomly varying quantity, and is 
described in terms of its root-mean-square value, denoted (M') rms. 
This is equivalent to the standard deviation of M, and the alternative 
notation crM is often used. 
It is necessary to distinguish the response moment in the structure 
from the applied moment, and the practice employed herein is to use 
script letters for response parameters. Thus the response moment is 
designated M, and this is also decomposed into mean and fluctuating 
parts: 
Th mean response ~J is equivalent to the mean load M. This is not 
true of the fluctuating response, however, which is equal to the fluc-
tuating applied load, additional load due to inertial acceleration, and 
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a dissipative load due to damping. The fluctuating rms response, a , 
can be calculated from aM, if specific values of the structure's mass, 
stiffness, and damping are assumed. This is the subject of Section 4. 
Applied wind moment data is presented here not only to document the 
test results, but also because they provide considerable insight regard-
ing the effects of wind direction, wind speed, buildings upwind, tower 
width, and natural frequency on the response of the tower. Data were 
obtained in both time domain and frequency domain form. Mean and flue-
tuating rms valu~s were computed from time domain data. The frequency 
domain data are in the form of power spectral densities (PSD). This 
form, which shows the frequency distribution of M', is required for the 
calculation of a . 
3.2 Time Series Evaluation of Loads 
The results of all time domain calculations are summarized in 
Figure 3.1, in which mean and rms moment coefficients are plotted as a 
function of wind direction. As described previously, all data were 
obtained from 180° to 360°; due to symmetry these may be reflected about 
180° to obtain results for 0° to 180° (the mean x-moment requires a 
change in sign). Configuration B data was obtained with terminal build-
ings upwind at wind directions 270°, 280°, and 320°-360° (Table 3.1). 
It is of interest to note that the terminal concourse results in a 
reduction of the mean x-moment coefficient at 270° and 280°. The flue-
tuating moment, however, is greatly increased; this is due to turbulence 
in the wake of the concourse. The fluctuating cross-wind moment coeffi-
cient, (C') is also increased at 270°. From 320°-360°, the terminal M rms' 
buildings have very little effect on the mean moment in either direc-
tion. The fluctuating moment about either axis is significantly 
increased at wind direction 330°. 
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Figure 3.1. Test Results: Externally-Applied Wind Base Moment 
Coefficient (CM) vs Wind Direction 
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TABLE 3.1 
INDEX OF WIND-TUNNEL TEST RUNS 
Run Wind Direction Equiv. Wind 
No. (De g) Dir. by sym. Configuration 
7 270•k 90 A 
8 280'~'~ 80 
9 290 70 (no adjacent 
11 300 60 buildings) 
14 310 50 
15 320•~ 40 
16 330* 30 
17 340'~'( 20 
18 350•~ 10 
22 260 100 
23 180 
24 190 170 
25 200 160 
26 210 150 
27 220 140 
28 230 130 
29 240 120 
30 250 110 
37 270 B 
38 280 
41 320 (upwind terminal 




*Data obtained only to show effect of removing upwind terminal 
buildings. True data is Config. B. 
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3.3 Frequency Domain Evaluation of Loads 
Power spectral densities (PSDs) of base moments were computed for 
all of the same run conditions used for time domain data. The PSD of a 
process, say x(t), is denoted S (f), and shows the distribution of the 
X 
mean square value of x with frequency f. Its dimension is (dimension 
of x) 2 per (unit frequency). The PSD of a moment measured in the wind 
tunnel, for example, might be measured in (lb-in. )2 /Hz. In graphical 
form it would appear as a curve on the axes SM(f) vs f. The area under 
this curve between two frequencies £1, f 2 is the contribution to the 
mean square moment of frequency components between f 1 and f 2 . The 
area under the entire spectral curve, excluding 0 Hz, is the total mean 
square fluctuating moment: 
In this case moments have been reduced to coefficient form, and the PSD 
of moment coefficient has units of coeff2/Hz, or simply Hz- 1. If this 
spectrum were denoted as simply S(f) (PSD of a dimensionless process), 
then the area under its curve is 
~ S(f)df = (CM') 2 o rms 
The square root of this is the same rms value discussed in the preceding 
section. An example of such a spectrum is given in Figure 3.2(a). 
The spectrum S(f) as well as the independent variable f are not 
dimensionless, and it is desirable to make them so to facilitate scaling 
to prototype values. Frequency has the dimension 1/time; if a reference 
frequency is defined as U/D where U is the reference wind-tunnel speed 
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which was already introduced in Section 1.2. The spectral value S(f) 
has the dimension of 1/Hz (time) and can be reduced by multiplying by a 
reference frequency. The frequency U/D could be used, but it is 
standard practice to use instead the actual frequency f. The reduced 
spectrum is therefore fS(f), and is generally plotted as a function of 
fD/U. The spectra of Figure 3.2(a), reduced to nondimensional form, are 
plotted in Figure 3. 2(b). There are at least two reasons why it is 
convenient to reduce the spectrum by multiplying by f: 1) the quantity 
fS(f) is, directly, the amount of energy which would be transmitted to 
a mechanical resonator at frequency f (see equation (4.5)); 2) the 
spectrum may be integrated with respect to R.n f to yield the mean 
square value, since d (R.n f) = df/ f. For this latter reason the fre-
quency is usually plotted on a logarithmic axis, so that areas under the 
reduced spectrum curve in various frequency bands can still be geometri-
cally compared for the distribution of energy (a logarithmic y-axis is 
used simply to conserve space; spatial contributions to energy are 
therefore distorted in the vertical direction but not the horizontal). 
Plots of PSDs for all run cases, as well as numerical tabulations, 
are given in Appendix D. Characteristics PSDs are shown in Figures 3.2, 
3.3, and 3.4. 
3.4 Identification of Vortex Shedding 
The spectra shown in Figures 3. 2-3.4 provide valuable insight to 
the fluctuating load and its effect on the tower's dynamic response. 
Regarding Figure 3.2, in particular, note that the wind direction here 
is 270°, so that M 
X 
load. Whether the 
is an along-wind load, and M is a cross-wind 
y 
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nondimensional spectra (Fig. 3.2(b)) are studied, the following features 
are readily apparent. 
At very low frequencies, the along-wind load is much higher than 
the cross-wind load. This is consistent with the expected behavior of 
the 0 frequency, or mean, load. As frequency increases, the along-wind 
loading decreases. This is also consistent with the known behavior of 
longitudinal wind turbulence. In the cross-wind direction, however, the 
loading intensity increases with frequency and peaks at a frequency of 
25 Hz (at model scale) before decreasing. The model reference width is 
0.1239 ft (Table 1.1) and the reference velocity in the wind tunnel for 
this run was 35.5 fps, so the reduced frequency is 
f 
r 
= fD (25/sec)(0.1239 ft) = 
u- = 35.5 ft/sec 0.087 
The actual frequency f of this spectral peak will be different for the 
prototype structure as well as for various wind velocities, but the 
reduced frequency f will remain constant. 
r 
For the prototype, which 
has a reference width of D = 22.3 ft, the frequency of the spectral peak 
is 
f = frU (O.OS7)(U) = 0.0039 U Hz n = 22.3 
where U is the full-scale reference velocity in fps. 
Examination of the load PSDs for other wind directions shows that a 
similar, though less intense, spectral peak occurs whenever the wind 
blows parallel to the sides of the tower's hexagonal cross section, i.e. 
at 210° (or 150° by symmetry), 270° (90°), and 330° (30°). The loading 
responsible for the spectral peak is evidently in the cross-wind direc-
tion, based on the 270° data (Fig. 3.2), where the along-wind and cross-





tively. At 210~ and 330° the cross-wind load has a component in both 
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the x and y directions; indeed a somewhat smaller spectral peak in 
both the M and M data occurs (Fig. 3.3). At wind direction 0° or 
X y 




This is also characteristic of wind directions 240° (120°) and 300° 
(60°), where the wind blows across the points of the hexagonal cross 
section, rather than across the flat sides. 
The cause of this peak in some of the loading spectra is evidently 
vortices being shed from the fins (points of flow separation) of the 
pedestal section of the tower. Three major observations support this 
conclusion: 1) the reduced frequency of the spectral peak is very close 
to the expected value of the Strouhal number for a body such as the 
pedestal, 2) the cyclical loading is only in the cross-wind direction, 
and 3) the existence of the phenomenon is dependent on the wind's orien-
tation to the hexagon in a manner which is consistent with the flow-
related mechanism of vortex shedding, wherein a significant afterbody 
(longitudinal surfaces downwind of the separation point) is required for 
cross-wind forces to develop. 
In Section 4 it will be seen that this vortex-shedding phenomenon 
has a profound influence on the dynamic response of the tower. It also 
provides clues as to how the response might be reduced. 
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4. CALCULATION OF STRUCTURAL RESPONSE 
4.1 Introduction 
This section describes the application of the wind-tunnel model 
test results in determining the implied response of the prototype struc-
ture. This consists of two distinct operations; namely, to select a 
full-scale wind velocity and scale the model loads up to this prototype 
condition, and to then compute the structure's response to these loads. 
The detailed steps to be taken are as follows: 
1. Select a design wind velocity corresponding to some mean 
2. 
3. 
recurrence interval, based on statistical wind data. This 
velocity is then converted to the reference wind velocity and 
pressure, as described in Section 1.2. 
Determine the structure's natural frequency f , and its 
0 
reduced natural frequency f D/U. 
0 
Compute the response base moment in the structure, using 
random vibration techniques. 
4. Determine the generalized stiffness k* and mode shape {~} 
of the structure. 
5. The rotation of the structure is computed as e = M/k"''". 
Individual floor displacements are then {x} = 8{~}. 
6. Stresses may be computed by imposing the calculated displace-
ments, or alternatively from a static analysis using equiva-
lent loads as in equation 4.8. 
7. Compute the acceleration of the control cab floor. 
4.2 Wind Data 
Wind velocity data sets were obtained from two different sources at 
the EPIA site. These data sets, referred to as EPIA #1 and EPIA #2, are 
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given in Appendix C. They both are based on observations of hourly mean 
wind speeds in m/s at a height of 10 m, and consist of the number of 
observations at various wind directions falling into various velocity 
ranges. A probability distribution has been calculated for each direc-
tion, as well as for all directions combined, for each of the two data 
sets. 
These distributions were obtained from data sets which, under 
normal circumstances, would not be considered sufficiently consistent or 
complete to perform such an analysis. Each data record was only 
slightly over a year in length. The wind velocities from them should be 
considered as the best possible estimate of actual wind conditions, as 
opposed to a conservative estimate, which is normally required for 
design purposes. This may be acceptable for performance criteria, but 
would be inappropriate for strength design. The directionality effects 
are, therefore, not included in high winds such as those occurring every 
SO or 100 years; these are therefore assumed equally likely to come from 
any direction. For lower velocities such as those occurring at least 
every 10 years, the distribution used was that from whichever data set 
resulted in the higher velocity for a given probability level. 
The results thus obtained are given in Table 4.1 for representative 
probability levels corresponding to mean recurrence intervals of 1, 10, 
50, and 100 years. These velocities have been converted to mph and to 
the reference height of 675 ft, using the assumed velocity profile 
described in Section 2.1. It is of interest also to convert the data to 
fastest-mile velocities at a height of 33 ft, which is the form speci-
fied in U.S. Standards and building codes. Representative values are 
given in Table 4.2. 
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TABLE 4.1. 
HOURLY MEAN WIND AT 675 FT REFERENCE HEIGHT IN MPH VS 
WIND DIRECTION FOR VARIOUS RECURRENCE INTERVALS* 
Wind Direction Mean recurrence interval, yrs 
Compass Pt Degrees 1 10 50 100 
N 350' 0' 10 69.0 79.6 88.0 91.0 
NNE 20, 30 64.0 72.1 88.0 91.0 
NE 40, 50 39.9 44.4 88.0 91.0 
ENE 60, 70 33.2 37.0 88.0 91.0 
E 80, 90, 100 33.6 37.1 88.0 91.0 
ESE 110, 120 39.9 46.7 88.0 91.0 
SE 130, 140 38.6 44.0 88.0 91.0 
SSE 150, 160 38.1 43.2 88.0 91.0 
s 170, 180, 190 36.1 41.7 88.0 91.0 
ssw 200, 210 29.3 34.4 88.0 91.0 
sw 220, 230 28.3 33.5 88.0 91.0 
WSW 240, 250 24.1 29.3 88.0 91.0 
w 260, 270, 280 28.7 34.5 88.0 91.0 
WNW 290, 300 30.3 35.2 88.0 91.0 
NW 310, 320 38.9 44.8 88.0 91.0 
NNW 330, 340 57.6 67.8 88.0 91.0 
All 0-360 69.8 80.8 88.0 91.0 
*Multiply by 0.655 for velocity at height of 33 ft. 
Mulitply by 1.47 for velocity in fps. 
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TABLE 4.2 
FASTEST-MILE AND HOURLY-MEAN WIND VELOCITIES FOR VARIOUS 
RECURRENCE INTERVALS, INDEPENDENT OF DIRECTION 
Elev. Type of Mean recurrence interval in years 
ft. Meas. 0.1 1 10 so 100 350 
33 Fastest mile 46 56 65 72.2 75 80 
33 hourly mean 37.9 45.7 52.9 57.6 59.6 63.0 
675 hourly mean 57.8 69.8 80.8 88.0 91.0 96.1 
4.3 Dynamic Properties of Structure 
The dynamic structural properties required to determine dynamic 
response include the generalized mass m*, generalized stiffness k* ' 
natural frequency f , and critical damping ratio 
0 
The damping ratio 
is assumed to be 1 percent (t = 0. 01) except where noted (see further 
discussion in Section 5.4). The other values, referred to as "scheme In 
properties, were determined from the following information supplied by 
Bechtel: natural frequency f , mass distribution 
0 
{m}, and displace-
ments { o} computed for a horizontal load distribution as in Equa-
tion 12-3 of the Uniform Building Code [1]. This information is given 
in Table 4.3. Note that z is the vertical axis of the structure so 
that m. 
1 
is the mass lumped at height z., etc. 
1 
From the displacements {o} a mode shape {~} = a{o} was determined 
which represents a "best fit" to a straight line mode shape {z}, 
according to the criterion 
I(Az).z. = ai(Az).o. 
1 1 1 1 
from which a may be determined. Using this mode shape, the generalized 
mass is 
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and the generalized stiffness is 
These values are given in Table 4.3. 
As a result of preliminary response calculations using these 
structural properties, which indicated a very high level of acceleration 
at the control cab floor level, and based on design charts previously 
provided (see Section 4.5), Bechtel began a series of modifications to 
the tower configuration. A total of 9 schemes were distinguished, which 
investigated various means of adding stiffness to the structure. Scheme 
2, however, involved the addition of one floor; this became an architec-
tural requirement after the original design was formulated. These 
structural schemes are summarized in Table 4.4 (calculated values of m*, 
k*, and f provided by Bechtel). 
0 
Many of the schemes involve a widening of the tower pedestal, as 
indicated in the table. In schemes 4 through 7 only the lower half of 
the pedestal is widened, and this is assumed to have no effect on the 
applied wind loads. In schemes 8 and 9 the upper portion is also 
widened. The change is small, however, and it is assumed that the 
reduced loads--i.e., moment coefficients and reduced PSD fS(f )--
r 
are not altered. The effect is accounted for when the reduced coeffi-
cients and frequencies are scaled to prototype values, a process which 
involves the reference width D. A small adjustment in the reference 
width has therefore been made in schemes 8 and 9, based on the average 
width of the top third of the tower pedestal, as indicated in Table 4.4. 
It is noted that small deviations from the stated widths, should they be 
ultimately made, would have a negligible effect on the tower's response. 
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TABLE 4.3 
CALCULATION OF MODE SHAPE, GENERALIZED MASS, 
AND GENERALIZED STIFFNESS (SCHEME 1) 
Elevation z l:l.z. o. 
1 1 
mm in. in. in. 
103530 3543 83 45 
99130 3377 103 39 
98110 3337 78.5 38 
95140 3220 78.5 36 
94120 3180 78.5 35 
91150 3063 111 33 
88490 2958 161 32 
82980 2741 213 28 
77660 2532 213 25 
72150 2315 213 22 
66830 2106 213 19 
61320 1889 213.5 16 
56000 1679 213.5 13 
50490 1462 213 11 
45170 1253 213 8 
39660 1036 213.5 6 
34340 826 213.5 4 
28830 609 213 2.5 
23510 400 213 1.2 
18000 183 200 0.25 
13.350 0 91.5 0 
l3543 
l(l:l.z).z. = 6,276,000 in. 2 
1 1 
I(l:l.z.)o. = 58,357 in. 2 
1 1 
a= 6,276,000/58,357 = 107.5 
Generalized Weight w* = I~~w. = 1.5108E13 lb-in. 
1 1 
Generalized Mass m* = W/g = 1.5108E13/386 
= 3.913E10 lb-in./sec2 
Natural frequency f = 0.6135 Hz (by Bechtel) 
0 
w = 2nf = 3.855 sec-1 
0 0 
2 
Generalized Stiffness k* = w2M = 5.814E11 lb-in. 
0 
ct>.=ao. w. 
























DYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF PROTOTYPE TOWER SCHEMES 
Scheme Max width of pedestal(!) (mm) D(3) k•'~ m* 2 
f ~(con•cab)( 4 ) 
effective(2) 
0 
No. Description ground top (ft) (lb·ft) (lb·ft·sec ) (Hz) (ft) 
Original design 8600 7700 7850 22.31 4.845E10 3.26E9 0.613 349 
2 Additional floor 8600 7700 7850 22.31 5.52E10 5.63E9 0.498 ? 
3 As #2 but widen columns to limit 8600 7700 7850 22.31 6.74E10 5. 72E9 0.546 ? 
of existing architecture 
4 As #3 plus additional bracing 8600 7700 7850 22.31 7.14E10 5.86E9 0.556 ? 
5 As #2 but extend fins 300 mm @ ground 9200 7700 7850 22.31 7.55EIO 5.66E9 0.580 ? 
and taper to mid-tower height 
6 As #2 but extend fins 450 mm @ ground 9500 7700 7850 22.31 7.975E10 5.70E9 0.595 ? 
and taper to mid-tower height ~ 
0 
7 As #2 but extend fins 700 mm @ ground 10000 7700 7850 22.31 8. 70E10 5.78E9 0.617 ? 
and taper to mid-tower height 
8 As /12 but widen tower by 1200 mm 9800 8900 9050 25.72 9.275E10 5.50E9 0.654 ? 
over entire pedestal 
9 As #2 but extend fins and ring girder 10000 7700 8083 22.97 8.97EIO 5.46E9 0.645 355 
600 mm @ ground and taper to original 
tower @ top of pedestal 
Notes: I. Out-to-out distance of opposite fins. 
2. Assumed effective value is average width over top third of pedestal. 
3. D = 22.31 ft is diameter of column centers in scheme I; D for other schemes obtained by multiplying by ratio of 
effective pedestal width. 
4. Modal displacement at control cab level. Where unknown, 349 ft is assumed. 
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4.4 Moment and Displacement Response (Equivalent Static Loads) 
Analytical Procedure. The concept of load and response in a 
structure was introduced in Section 3.1, where each of these was 
expressed as the sum of mean and fluctuating parts: 
M = M + M' 
M = M + M' 
where M is the applied base moment due to wind, and M is the 
resulting internal (response) base moment. Of the mean values it is 
true that ~ = M, but generally '> M' due to resonance. The method of 
relating these, which is based on the principles of modal analysis and 
random vibration, will now be briefly described. 
subject are given in Appendix B. 
Details of this 
In Section 4. 3 it was seen that the structure's mode shape, { «P}, 
was normalized to approximate the straight line {z}. The base moment M 
is then the generalized load of the fundamental mode of response (eq. 
B.S). Moreover, since nearly all of the dynamic response is in the 
fundamental mode, M' is accepted as the generalized load corresponding 
to the fluctuating response M'. Therefore, these quantities are linked 
by results of random vibration theory applicable to a single-degree-of-
freedom system. In particular, combining eqs. (B.7) and (B.9) provides 
a means of computing fluctuating rms response: 
(4.1) 
All of the essential dynamic properties of the structure are incorpor-
ated in IH(f)l 2 , the mechanical admittance: 
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If the integrand in eq. (4.1) is multiplied by f and integrated with 
respect to !n f (which is permissible since f • d!n f = df) and each 
side is divided by the square of the reference moment qAL, there 
results 
fS (f) 





where eM is a response moment coefficient completely analogous to eM' 
and fS(f) is the reduced load PSD introduced in Section 3.3. If all 
frequencies f in this equation are now expressed in terms of the 




(e' )2 M rms 
f D 
f 0 
ro = U 
(4.2) 
is the reduced natural frequency. Equation (4. 2) is now completely 
dimensionless, and specifies the procedure to compute the rms fluctuat-. 
ing response moment. In steps, 
1. Select a reference wind velocity U and compute the reduced 
natural frequency f = f D/U. ro o 
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2. Compute the mechanical admittance 
3. Multiply this by the reduce load PSD fS(f ). 
r 
4. Integrate the result with respect to ..en f . The square root 
r 
of this result is (CM') . rms 
5. Multiply by the reference moment to obtain the rms fluctuating 
response: 
aM = (qAL) (CM') rms 
The peak response can now be computed using equation (B.IO): 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
where M is the expected peak moment, and gp is a peak factor defined 
by equation (B.ll). 
Approximate Analysis. When a structure is lightly damped and the 
load PSD is reasonably broad-band, eq. (4.1) may be approximated by the 
following well-known white-noise approximation: 
The integration in this equation can be performed analytically, and 
results in 
0 2 n ( ) M = ~ fo SM fo 
Dividing this equation by the square of the reference moment and incor-
porating the reduced frequency leads to 
This is an approximate alternative to eq. (4.2). Although eq. (4.2) was 
used to compute all of the results to follow, the approximation above 
provides much valuable insight. The fluctuating response is seen to be 
inversely proportional to the square root of the damping coefficient: 
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Also, the fluctuating response is proportional to the square root of the 
reduced load spectrum evaluated at the structure's natural reduced 
frequency: 
aM ex Jf S(f ) o ro 
For any given reduced load PSD fS(f ), this relation shows immediately 
r 
the effect of natural reduced frequency on the fluctuating response. 
Consider the M y load of Fig. 3.2(b) for example, which shows the 
reduced load PSD typical of wind directions where vortex shedding 
occurs. The spectrum peaks at fr : 0.087 and drops sharply on either 
side of this reduced frequency. Obviously the natural reduced frequency 
of the structure should be as different from this value as possible to 
keep the response low. 
For a 100-year recurrence wind, U = 91 mph = 133 fps, and the 
natural reduced frequency for structural scheme 1 is 
f _ foD _ (0.613/sec)(22.31 ft) = 
ro - -u- - 133 ft/sec 0.103 
which is slightly higher than the reduced shedding frequency at the PSD 
peak. Evidently any increase in f , increase in D, or reduction in U 
0 
would be quite beneficial in lowering the response."''" For structural 
scheme 2, the natural reduced frequency for a 100-year wind is 0.084. 
The response will be very high, and will probably peak at a somewhat 
lower wind velocity.* 
'i'.-At a larger width the response coefficient will decrease, but the 
reference moment qAL will increase. The net effect on the product of 
these two depends on the slope of the load spectrum. 
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When a large response is indicated due to coincidence or near 
coincidence of the structure's natural frequency and the vortex-shedding 
frequency, the motion of the structure is liable to affect the wind 
loading and thus modify the load PSD. This is known as a "lock-in" 
phenomenon, and can be described as two effects: 1) the frequency of 
the load PSD peak is shifted to coincide exactly with the structure's 
natural frequency, 2) the magnitude of the load PSD in the neighborhood 
of this peak is increased even further. These are qualitative effects, 
and no known theory is available to either predict or quantify the 
phenomenon. 
For this study, it was assumed that lock-in can occur when the 
reduced natural frequency is within 10 percent of the reduced frequency 
of the load PSD peak. When this occurred, the entire load PSD was 
shifted in frequency, to account for the first effect described above, 
before applying eq. (4.2). The second effect cannot be accounted for, 
and the resulting response can only be interpreted as a lower limit to 
the actual probable response. 
Calculation Results. Response base moments for structural scheme 1 
and a 100-year recurrence wind are given as a function of wind direction 
in Figure 4.1. The damping ratio in these results--as well as all 
successive results except where noted--is 1 percent of critical 
(t = 0.01). Peak moments were computed according to eq. (4.4), 
M = M + gp aM. 
Peak and mean values, M and M, are shown in the figure. The value of 
the peak factor gp is identified as "PF". 
It is observed that the dynamic response is highly dependent on 
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Figure 4.1. Response Base Moments as Function of Wind Direction 
(Scheme 1, 100-Yr Wind) 
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270°, 330°. Based on the discussion in the preceeding section, this is 
due to vortex schedding from the tower pedestal. It is also observed 
that the upwind terminal buildings tend to increase the peak moments 
somewhat. The highest moment is approximately 68,000 k-ft. The reduced 
natural frequency for this condition is f D/U = (0.613)(22.33)/(133 
0 
fps) = 0.103. This is sufficiently higher than the reduced frequency of 
vortex shedding (.087) to prevent lock-in. 
Similar results are shown for structural scheme 2 in Figure 4.2. 
The recurrence interval here is only SO years, but even at this lower 
wind velocity, the reduced natural frequency is f D/U = (0.498)(22.31)/ 
0 
(129 fps) = 0. 086. This very nearly coincides with the shedding fre-
quency, and the peak response is greatly increased. The largest base 
moment is now approximately 96,000 k-ft, at wind direction 330°. Fur-
thermore, vortex-shedding lock-in must be assumed to occur at all criti-
cal wind directions. As discussed in the preceding section, the indi-
cated peaks can only be interpreted as lower limits; the actual peak 
could be significantly higher. 
Figure 4. 3 shows the response base moments vs wind direction for 
scheme 9, for a SO-year wind. Results for damping ratios of both 0.005 
and 0.010 are shown. The natural reduced frequency is f D/U = (0.64S) 
0 
(22.97)/(129) = 0.115. This is significantly higher than the shedding 
frequency, and lock-in will not occur. The highest moment is approxi-
mately SO,OOO k-ft (at 0.01 damping). Figure 4.4 shows the same data 
for a 100-year wind. 
The effect of natural frequency and damping on the moment response 
is shown in the design charts of Figure 4.5. All of the data in this 
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direction 330°, which was selected as the most critical direction. 'i'\ 
These results were obtained from the load PSD of run 42 (see Appendix D) 
using equations (4.2) and (4.4), having incorporated various values of 
~ and f in the mechanical admittance IH(f )l 2. ro r 
The abscissae in these plots are actually reduced frequency f
0
D/U, 
but are stated as a frequency f
0 
by multiplying by the 50-year refer-
ence wind velocity and dividing by an assumed constant reference width 
D = 22.31 ft. Vertical lines have been drawn on the plots at various 
values of f corresponding to various structural schemes. For schemes 
0 
8 and 9 the actual width D is greater than 22.31 ft (see Table 4.4) so 
a compensating adjustment is made in the natural frequency by multiply-
ing it by the ratio C = D/(22.31 ft). Similarly the moment (ordinate) 
M was obtained from C M by assuming a constant reference moment qDHL. 
To compensate for the increase in D, the indicated moment must also be 
multiplied by the ratio C. 
In scheme 8, for example, the reference width is 25.72 ft, so 
c = 25.72/22.31 = 1.15. The effective natural frequency is 
(0.654 Hz)(1.15) = 0.754 Hz. At ~ = 0.01, the indicated x-moment is 
38,000 k-ft. 
43,700 k-ft. 
The actual x-moment is therefore (38, 000) ( 1. 15) = 
In scheme 9, C = 22.97/22.31 = 1.03; effective £
0 
= 
(0.645 Hz)(1.03) = 0.664 Hz; indicated Mx at 1 percent damping = 
48,000 k-ft; actual x-moment = 49,400 k-ft. 
The design charts show clearly that scheme 2 is a poor choice due 
to its natural frequency. A great improvement is achieved by increasing 
the natural frequency, and in some cases the width of the tower also. 
*270° could be the critical direction for scheme 9. 
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The above procedure in which loads are adjusted by an effective 
reference width is approximate, and slightly conservative since some of 
the wind load is applied to the tower cab, which was not increased in 
width. This is particularly true for along-wind load, since then the 
cab accounts for a large part of the load. In the critical across-wind 
directions, however, nearly all of the load is due to vortex shedding on 
the tower pedestal, and the approximation is quite good. 
There is more uncertainty in the procedure when applied to scheme 
9, in which the pedestal fins are significantly tapered. There is some 
evidence that such tapering reduces the intensity of vortex-shedding, 
but the change in geometry is too severe for this to be quantitatively 
deduced from the wind-tunnel test data. It is believed that the appli-
cation of an effective reference width as indicated in Table 4.4 is the 
most accurate means of assessing the response of scheme 9 available, 
while maintaining a degree of conservatism, without retesting the model. 
Force Distribution with Height. If the total response (or static 
equivalent) force acting at the ith floor is expressed as the sum of a 
mean and a fluctuating component, i.e., 
P. = P. + p~ 
1 1 1 
then, in a manner analogous to that used for the base moment in the 
previous section, the peak expected force may be written 
where 
P. = P. + g ap 
1 1 p . 
1 
(4.6) 
is the same peak factor which was determined for the base 
moment. The distribution of the mean forces P. cannot be determined 
1 
exactly, but an effective means of estimating it will be described 
below. A means of estimating the rms fluctuating forces will 
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first be described. Reference is made to Appendix B concerning modal 
analysis concepts. 
Since the structure's motion is essentially in a normal mode, the 
fluctuating equivalent static load at floor i is proportional to the 
mass and the modal deflection at that floor: 
P! = am.~. 
1 1 1 
These forces can be related to the base moment M, since 
M' = lP!z. 
1 1 
Substituting for P! leads to 
1 
M ' = alm. If\. z . - am·k 
1'1'1 1 -
where m* is the generalized mass (see Tables 4.3, 4.4). This allows 
the proportionality constant a to be evaluated, and the equation above 
for p! becomes 
1 
- M' p! - -:.r. m.z. 
1 m" 1 1 
This equation shows that the individual fluctuating floor loads, P!, may 
1 
be determined from the fluctuating base moment, M'. The rms forces can 
now be expressed as 
m.z. 




A simple approximation for the peak forces P may be obtained by 
assuming that the mode shape ~· 1 approximates the static deflected 
shape. In this case the above analysis applies to the mean response 
in addition to the fluctuating part, and therefore also to the total 
response. Under this assumption p. and M can be substituted for P! 
1 1 
and M ' • The expected peak forces then become 
A m.z. 1'r 




The expected peak base moment M may be read directly from Figures 
4.1-4.5. 
This approximation may not be good for wind directions where the 
mean response is a large fraction of the peak response, depending on how 
much the static deflected shape deviates from a straight line. Note, 
however, that in many cases the largest response occurs in the cross-
wind direction, where the mean response is very small; in these cases 
the approximation is excellent. 
Displacements of the tower may be treated in a manner analogous to 
the analysis of forces in the preceding section. Thus the peak expected 
lateral deflection at floor i is 
where a is the mean static deflection, o A is the fluctuating rms 
deflection, and gp is the peak factor introduced above. The dynamic 
displacements are obtained from equation (B.2), 
where a' is the fluctuating rotation of the approximate straight-line 
mode shape of the structure (thus a' approximates the generalized 
coordinate t). By Appendix B a' = M'/k*, so 
Mt A'. tl\ L.l~ = k"" 'f i 
Multiplying by the peak factor and taking the rms value results in 
1 
g OA =kx- g 0 '· p t ft p ~ 
(4.9) 
The generalized stiffness k";\- is given in Table 4.4, and the value 
go may be read from Figures 4.1-4.5. 
p 
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In the preceding section regarding force distributions, a 
simplifying assumption was made that the static deflected shape can be 
approximated by a straight line. This lead to the simple equation (4.8) 
for the peak expected force. Parallel treatment of the displacements 
leads to 
$. " 
~i = k! M (4.10) 
The value M may be read directly from Figures 4. 1-4. 5. Note again 
that the accuracy of this approximation depends on how well the 
deflected shape can be fit by a straight line, and on the relative 
contributions of mean and fluctuating response to the total response. 
The equation is quite accurate for the cross-wind response, for example, 
where the mean response is zero. 
The above procedure will be illustrated by the following example, 
applicable to scheme 9. The SO-year wind from direction 330°, and a 
damping ratio of .01, are considered. From either Figure 4.3 or 4.5, 
the peak x-moment is ~{ = 49,400 k-ft. From Table 4.4, the generalized 
X 
stiffness is k* = 8.97E10 lb-ft = 8.97E7 k-ft, and the modal deflection 
at the control cab level is $ = 349 ft. Substituting these values into 
eq. (4.10), the expected peak displacement of the control cab is 
'A c.c. 
349 ft 
= 8.97E7 k-ft (49,400 k-ft) 
= .192 ft 
This displacement is due to rotation about the x-axis; i.e., it is in 
the y-direction. Simultaneously,* the peaky-moment isM = 47,000 k-ft 
y 
and will result in a peak displacement in the x-direction of .183 ft. 
*The two moment (as well as displacement) components are essentially 
independent random variables, and to assume that each may reach its 
peak value simultaneously is slightly conservative. 
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4.5 Acceleration Response 
Analytical Procedure. The theory by which the response base moment 
and deflection are calculated from a load PSD can also be used, with 
slight modification, to calculate the acceleration response. If the 
fluctuating displacement at any floor level, A!, is viewed in the fre-
1 
quency domain, then the component at frequency f can be expressed as 
A! = a. sin(2nft + ~) 
1 10 
and the acceleration, obtained by differentiating twice with respect to 
time, is 
a. = ~. = -(2nf)2 A! 
1 1 1 
Using equation (4.9), this may be written 
2 
q,. 
a i = - ( 2nf) ~ M ' (4.11) 
This can be adapted to equation (4.1), with the result 
(4.12) 
which is the general result required to compute the rms acceleration 
from the load PSD SM(f). 
For application to model test results a nondimensional form of this 
equation is needed, which can be obtained with the following sequence of 
operations: 
cr2. (·k·i'.-)2 (!!)4 = f (2n f~\4 I H(f) 12 fS (f) df 
a1 <Pi U o U } M r-
Finally, 
(
a . )2 
= ai::£ = f IH (f )l2 fS(f) dfr o a r r fr (4.12) 
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where C is the acceleration coefficient, the reference acceleration is a 
and the reduced acceleration admittance is 
Equation (4.12) is completely nondimensional and was used to obtain 
acceleration coefficients from the reduced load PSDs fS(f ) , using 
r 
various values of t and f in the acceleration admittance function. ro 
The acceleration at the control cab level was then obtained by multiply-
ing by the reference acceleration, with (j>. 
1 
evaluated at this level 
(Table 4.4). RMS acceleration components a and a , due to rota-ax ay 
tion about the x and y axes, respectively, were computed separately. 
These were then vectorially combined to obtain the total resultant rms 
acceleration: 
Approximate Analysis. For an intuitive understanding of the 
effects of load PSD, natural frequency, and damping on acceleration, it 
is desirable to develop an approximate relationship as was done for base 




u f S(f ) 
"'tt:, o ro 
If all of the motion is assumed to be at resonance, then a. = (2n£ )2/:J.. 
1 0 1, 
and 
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a . : ( kq~L) ~ . f 2 J Vn f S ( f ) ( 4. 13) 
a1 n 1 0 ~~ 0 ro 
f2 
ex o a k* M 
This is the approximate alternative to equation (4.12). The accelera-
tion response is thus seen to behave just as the base moment response, 
with two exceptions: 1) the base moment response must be multiplied by 
f 2 , which tends to offset the benefit achieved by raising the natural 
0 
frequency well above that of vortex shedding; 2) stiffness affects the 
acceleration directly in addition to its influence on the natural 
frequency. 
Calculation Results. The response acceleration at the control cab 
level in structural scheme 1, for a constant reference velocity of 69.8 
mph is given as a function of wind direction in Figure 4. 6. This 
velocity would represent a 1-year mean recurrence interval if wind were 
assumed equally likely to come from any direction (Table 4.1). The 
acceleration is the rms value of the vector sum of the accelerations due 
to motion about both the x and y axes, expressed as a ratio of the 
gravitational acceleration g. The periodic increase in response at 60° 
intervals in wind direction are even more apparent in acceleration than 
in base moment. This is because the individual components have been 
combined into a vector resultant, and because the mean acceleration is 
zero. An increase in response due to upwind terminal buildings is also 
readily apparent. 
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1. Wind direction 270°, Configuration B, with the terminal con-
course upwind, which will be referred to as simply 270°. This 
appears to be the most critical wind direction. 
2. Wind direction 270°, Configuration A, which can be interpreted 
as wind direction 30°, goo, 120°, ... 210°, and will hereafter 
be referred to as wind direction goo. This is the most common 
situation which results in large accelerations. 
3. Wind direction 360°, Configuration B. The presence of the 
upwind building increases the acceleration slightly. This 
data is referred to below as wind direction 0°, and is con-
servatively representative of wind directions 60°, 120°, etc. 
Note that 0° and 180° are the most frequently occurring wind 
directions, and also result in minimum acceleration. 
Additional results in the form of design charts for these three 
cases, and wind velocities of 6g.8 and 80.8 mph (corresponding to 1- and 
10-year recurrence intervals, if velocities are assumed independent of 
direction) are given in Figures 4. 7, 4. 8, and 4. g. These charts show 
the vector resultant rms acceleration plotted against the natural 
frequency of the structure f , for various values of generalized stiff-
o 
ness K. Each curve corresponds to a constant value of this stiffness, 
expressed in terms of the stiffness of scheme 1, K~. The natural 
frequency F~ on the abscissa is expressed as a ratio of the scheme 1 
natural frequency of 0.613 Hz. 
Note that a change in mass, with stiffness held fixed, is 
equivalent to a change in natural frequency by the ratio 
F~ - ~ 
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where F0 is the new natural frequency, M the new generalized mass, 
and M0 the scheme 1 generalized mass. Thus the effect of changing the 
mass can be seen by tracing along a curve corresponding to the 
stiffness. 
Changing the generalized stiffness and mass in the same proportion 
leaves the natural frequency unchanged; the effect of such a change can 
be seen by jumping vertically among the constant stiffness curves. 
Finally, the effect of changing both stiffness and mass but not in 
the same proportion can be seen by jumping to the appropriate stiffness 
curve, and tracing along this curve to the new natural frequency. 
EXAMPLE: The 10-year recurrence acceleration at wind direction 0° 
is . 012 G (point 1 in Figure 6b) . If M is increased 25 percent, the 
frequency will change by ~1/1. 25 = . 89 and the acceleration becomes 
.0095 G (point 2). If instead K were increased by 25 percent, the 
frequency change is ~1. 25 = 1.12 and the new acceleration is . 010 G 
(point 3). If both mass and stiffness were increased 25 percent, the 
frequency will not change, and the acceleration would be .0095 G 
(point 4). 
All of the preceding data assumes that wind of a given velocity is 
equally likely to come from any direction. For example, the interpreta-
tion of Figure 4.6 is that, once every year on the average, an accelera-
tion of approximately 0. 012 g will occur from 6 different wind direc-
tions (the acceleration at 270° and 330°, as indicated by Configuration 
B, is higher due to the terminal buildings upwind). 
Table 4.1 indicates that nearly all high winds occur within 
a narrow band of wind directions centered at 0°. The above data, 
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therefore, are overly conservative since the only response-sensitive 
wind directions likely to be excited are 30° and 330°. This data has, 
therefore, been recomputed, taking into account the wind velocities of 
Table 4. 1 and the natural frequency and stiffness corresponding to 
scheme 3. These results are shown in Figure 4.10. The interpretation 
of this plot is best illustrated by an example. Referring to the points 
plotted as squares, once every year on the average the following will 
occur: a north wind will produce an acceleration of from 0. 0043 g to 
0. 0054 g (of which the larger should be assumed), an NNE wind will 
produce an acceleration of 0.0069 g, a NE wind will produce an accelera-
tion of 0.0015 g, etc. 
To arrive at a single recurrence interval for various acceleration 
levels, taking into account all wind directions, these data must be 
computed and combined in a somewhat different manner. For example, the 
recurrence interval of a 0. 006 g acceleration is found as follows. 
First, wind-tunnel data from all significant wind directions is analyzed 
to determine the lowest wind velocity at each direction which would 
cause an acceleration of at least 0.006 g. Figure 4.10 indicates that 
only 10° (representing N), 20° (representing NNE), and 330° (represent-
ing NNW) need to be considered. Second, the wind velocity at each 
direction is substituted into the probability distribution of winds at 
that direction (see Appendix C), to find the probability of at least 
that high a wind occurring at that direction. Finally, these probabili-
ties for all significant wind directions are numerically added to obtain 
the probability of the given acceleration at any wind direction. The 
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These calculations have been completed for a range of acceleration 
levels, critical damping ratios of 0. 005 and 0. 01, and the structural 
properties of scheme 3. Results are shown in Figure 4.11(a). Similar 
results for structural scheme 9 are given in (b). As explained earlier, 
there is no conservatism in these results, as there is in the normal 
design sense, due to uncertainty in the wind velocity probability dis-
tributions. The actual accelerations are as likely to be higher than 
the indicated values as they are to be lower. A limited amount of these 
calculations have also been made for scheme 8. It was found that the 
mean recurrence interval of a 0.010 g rms acceleration is 19 years, at a 
damping ratio of 0. 01, or 2. 25 years, if the damping ratio is 0. 005. 
Key results of the above figures are summarized in Table 4.5. 
TABLE 4.5 
MEAN RECURRENCE INTERVAL OF VARIOUS ACCELERATION LEVELS 
FOR STRUCTURAL SCHEMES 3, 8, AND 9 
Damping 
Coefficient Acceleration Scheme 3 Scheme 8 Scheme 9 
0.005 0.004 g 0.03 years 0.025 years 
0.010 0.6 2.25 0.9 
0.01 0.004 0.07 0.15 
0.010 3.5 19 13 
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5. HUMAN RESPONSE TO ACCELERATION 
5.1 Literature Review 
It is generally agreed that acceleration provides the best measure 
of possible human discomfort due to motion in tall structures; however, 
there is very little data available by which this issue can be judged 
quantitatively. Approximately five sources are available in the litera-
ture which address this problem: Chang [11], Chen and Robertson [121, 
Hansen et al. [ 131 , Irwin [ 141 , and the Canadian Building Code [ 31 . 
The paper by Chang is the earliest of these, and does not have the 
benefit of some later research. His suggestions, which are based on 
data extrapolated from aircraft industry tests conducted at a much 
higher frequency range than is directly applicable to tall structure 
vibration, may be summarized as follows: rms acceleration levels less 
than 0.0035 g are not perceptible, and levels from 0.0035 g to 0.011 g 
are at the threshold of perceptibility. The effects of the frequency 
and duration of the vibration are not identified, and no specific 
recommendation regarding recurrence intervals or the degree of percep-
tion or objection by the occupants is made. 
Chang also quotes the results of experiments by Feld, who studied 
human response to vibration for application to the design of the World 
Trade Center. The design criteria adapted in that case was a limiting 
acceleration of 0.007 g not to exceed an occurrence rate of 12 times a 
year. Such a high recurrence rate implies that 0.007 g is being inter-
preted as the threshold of perception. These test data were probably 
obtained at vibration frequencies substantially lower than what will be 
experienced in the EPIA tower, and more recent research indicates that a 
lower threshold may be applicable to the EPIA tower. 
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Chang also reports some interesting observations on the Chicago 
John Hancock Tower: that common motion is probably at the threshold of 
perception, that 75 percent of the occupants have been aware of motion, 
and "almost all persons had adapted to and come to accept sway." 
Chen and Robertson reported on a sophisticated series of tests 
designed to determine the threshold of perception of motion of persons 
in a realistic office tower environment. Their results are summarized 
in Table 5.1. It is cautioned, however, that all of Chen and Robertson's 
data were collected at frequencies ranging from 0.05 to 0.2 Hz; the 
above extrapolation to 0. 6 Hz may not be valid but is probably more 
realistic than Chang's results. 
TABLE 5.1 
ROOT-MEAN-SQUARE ACCELERATION LIMITS OF PERCEPTION AS A 
RATIO OF GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION [12] 
Frequency 98th %ile 90th %ile 50th %ile lOth %ile 2nd %ile 
0.05 Hz 0.0120 g 0.0088 g 0.0052 g 0.0031 g 0.0022 g 
0.10 0.0155 0.0113 0.0067 0.0039 0.0029 
0.15 0.0118 0.0086 0.0051 0.0030 0.0022 
0.20 0.0096 0.0070 0.0041 0.0024 0.0018 
0.30 0.0075 0.0055 0.0032 0.0019 0.0014 
0.40 0.0065 0.0048 0.0028 0.0017 0.0012 
0.50 0.0060 0.0044 0.0026 0.0015 0.0011 
0.60 0.0056 0.0041 0.0024 0.0014 0.0010 
Note: nth percentile is that level of acceleration which can be sensed 
by n% of the population. 
Hansen et al. conducted a research program involving acceleration 
measurements on two tall buildings during one windstorm each, and subse-
quent interviews of the occupants of the top one-third of each building. 
It was then determined what percentage of the occupants would "object 
to" the observed level of motion if it occurred at various recurrence 
intervals. The acceleration levels involved were 0. 002 g and 0. 005 g 
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(rms), and only these two motion intensities could be analyzed. Their 
results are summarized in Figure 5.1. 
A key feature of Hansen's interpretation is that a person's 
objection depends not only on the level of acceleration, but also on the 
recurrence interval of that acceleration. For any given acceleration 
level, there is a continuous function associating levels of objection 
with recurrence intervals. Figure 5.1 is two such functions Hansen 
found for acceleration levels of 0.002 g and 0.005 g. Note that under 
this interpretation a question such as "How many times a year will X% of 
the people object?" is irrational; the appropriate question is simply 
"What percentage of the people will object?" 
Their suggested performance criteria is that no more than 2 percent 
of the (top one-third of the) building occupants should object to the 
motion. This criteria may be met by various combinations of accelera-
tion/recurrence interval combinations, one of which is an acceleration 
of 0.005 g rms every six years. Another possible combination would be 
0.002 g rms every (approximately) 1.5 years. 
Irwin has reviewed a large amount of data regarding many aspects of 
human response to vibration, and included frequency of motion as a vari-
able which strongly affects this response. Concerning normal activities 
in tall buildings, his suggested criteria (and interpretation thereof) 
is the same as that proposed by Hansen et al. , except that allowances 
are made for a much broader frequency range. For example, his suggested 
maximum rms acceleration for a 5-year recurrence interval--that which 
will produce a 2 percent objection level--is 0.005 g at a frequency of 
0.2 Hz, and decreases to 0.0033 at 0.6 Hz and 0.0028 g at frequencies 
1 Hz and higher. He also presents an application to offshore drilling 
platforms which suggests that trained personnel can perform routine 
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Figure 5.1. Human Objection vs Mean Recurrence Interval for Two 
Levels of Acceleration Based on Actual Field Studies 
(From Hansen, Reed, and Van Marcke, "Human Response to 
Wind-Induced Motion of Buildings," Journal of the 
Structural Division, ASCE, July 1978, pp. 1589-1605) 
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skilled tasks adequately in such an environment at much higher motion 
levels. Irwin's suggested design acceleration for this case is in fact 
six times higher than that for ordinary tall buildings. This increased 
allowance follows the notion that a person's tolerance for motion can be 
increased if he is trained to expect it. This allowance is perhaps not 
applied to normal tall buildings since the lay person who inhabits it 
normally believes that buildings should not move at all. 
Finally, the National Building Code of Canada (NBC) suggests that 
the perception threshold of rms acceleration is from 0.0035 g to 
0.011 g, and that suitable design limits for a 10-year recurrence inter-
val are about this same amount*. The lower limit is suggested to apply 
to residential buildings and the upper limit to office buildings. This 
seems to be in agreement with the previously-discussed notion that 
trained personnel performing skilled tasks have a higher tolerance 
level. 
This NBC criterion appears to be more permissive than others 
described above for building application; however, the following should 
be noted: the NBC provisions used to estimate acceleration in struc-
tures assumes that wind comes from the least favorable (most critical) 
direction, and so the limiting criteria must also be applied at that 
wind direction. 
All of the human-response data found in the literature, discussed 
above, is conveniently summarized in Figure 5.2. 
5.2 Adaptation of Criteria to EPIA Control Tower 
In contrast to the rest of this program, acceleration limits are 
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Figure 5.2. Summary of Data Describing Human Response to 
Acceleration and Proposed Performance Standards 
(see text for complete references) 
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solution exists. Criteria suggested in the literature range from a 
"low" of 0.002 g every 1.5 years, or 0.005 g every 6 years (Hansen 
et al., and agreed with by Irwin for buildings), to a "high" of 0.011 g 
every 10 years (NBC Canada). Adoption of any of these proposals is an 
issue of subjective judgement, and may also be subject to the economics 
and feasibility of the particular situation. Thus, an ideal structure 
should meet Hansen's criteria, but if this cannot be met or can be met 
only with extreme costs, then higher motion levels can be accepted. 
This latitude exists because the issue is one of performance, and not 
safety. 
Without knowledge of these issues regarding the control tower, it 
is suggested that a subjective decision be made as follows. Hansen 
et al. have developed the most rational method of specifying a limit, 
i.e., the concept of allowing many different acceleration level/recur-
rence interval combinations. However, their adaption of a 2 percent 
objection level is arbitrary and quite possibly too low, at least for 
other than residential buildings. Irwin is in agreement with them for 
residential buildings, but suggests allowable accelerations six times 
higher for active working environments (e.g., off-shore drilling plat-
forms or bridge maintenance). This is probably too high for the control 
tower environment. The Canadian Building Code suggests that office 
buildings 
building. 
can accept three times the acceleration of a residential 
Therefore, a suitable limit might be three times that sug-
gested by Hansen. His data, however, was obtained from buildings 
with a substantially lower frequency than the control tower, and both 
Irwin and Chen and Robertson indicated that an adjustment to a lower 
acceleration limit be made to account for the higher frequency. This 
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can be done based on Irwin's data, which implies a reduction factor of 
0.67, (assuming a natural frequency of 0.6 Hz). The net result of these 
two factors (3 for a more liberal motion tolerance, and 2/3 for the 
increased frequency) is that Hansen's acceleration data can be numeri-
cally doubled, while maintaining the same recurrence rates and objection 
levels. 
For convenience, Hansen's results of Figure 5.1 are repeated as 
Figure 5. 3, with the acceleration levels modified as indicated above. 
It is suggested that the upper curve, corresponding to an 
acceleration of .010 g, is a better measure of motion objection in the 
EPIA tower than is the lower curve. The lower curve, representing 
.004 g acceleration, is based on data originally related to .002 g 
acceleration, which is essentially the threshold of perception. The 
objection levels as determined by Hansen were based on the concept 
that many persons will object to motion if they can perceive it at all. 
After becoming accustomed to motion, however, it is likely that objec-
tion to motion will not occur until accelerations are well above the 
perception level. 
5.3 Evaluation of Human Response in EPIA Control Tower 
Scheme 1. Although acceleration levels vs recurrence interval for 
all wind directions have not been computed, an adequate estimate can be 
obtained from Figure 4. 6. This indicates that, at a reference wind 
velocity of 69.8 mph, the acceleration would be 0.012 to 0.013 g at wind 
directions 30°, 90°, 150°, and 210°; it would be 0. 015 to 0. 017 g at 
directions 270° and 330°. If wind directionality statistics were not 
taken into account, the mean recurrence interval of each of these events 
would be 1 year (Table 4. 1). In other words, the acceleration would 
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exceed 0.012 g on the average of 6 times per year. This is far above 
any of the proposed criteria summarized in Figure 5. 2. According to 
Hansen's modified data of Figure 5.3, an objection level of at least 
SO percent of the occupants would be expected. 
When the wind direction is considered as indicated in Table 4.1, 
the high accelerations indicated above would be likely to occur only 
at wind directions 30° and 330° every year, and even at these wind 
directions the intensity would be reduced due to slightly lower wind 
velocities. 
Scheme 2. Due to an architectural requirement significant mass was 
added to the tower cab. The resulting scheme 2 had such a low natural 
frequency that vortex-shedding interacted severly with the dynamic 
response of the tower and increased it dramatically, as described in 
Section 4. 4. The lock-in phenomenon is assumed to exist, and the 
response cannot be quantitatively evaluated using the methods of this 
program. 
Scheme 3. This scheme was an attempt to maximize the natural 
frequency within the architectural limits of the original pedestal 
design. The frequency achieved, 0.546 Hz, is just high enough to pre-
vent vortex-shedding lock-in. The acceleration response was calculated, 
taking into account wind directional effects, in Figure 4.11(a). Using 
this data in conjucntion with Figure 5.3 allows the level of objection 
to be estimated, based on an rms acceleration of 0.010 g. From 
Figure 4.11(a), with 1 percent damping, this will occur every 3.5 years. 
Referring now to Figure 5. 3, the level of objection would be 3. 5 per-
cent. If the damping ratio were more conservatively taken as 0. 005, 
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population would object. These objection levels may not seem abnormally 
high; however, it should be remembered that, by multiplying Hansen's 
acceleration levels by a factor of 3, it is assumed that ·the tower 
occupants are accustomed to working in that environment, they understand 
that such motion levels are a normal occurrence, and have come to expect 
such motion. 
The data of Figure 4.1l(a) is repeated as Figure 5.4(a), in which 
acceleration criteria of Sections 5.1 and 5. 3 have been superimposed. 
Some response measures are summarized in Table 5.2 for comparison with 
schemes 8 and 9. 
Scheme 8. Limited analyses have been performed on scheme 8, using 
the method described above. At a damping ratio of 0.01, the recurrence 
interval of 19 years (0.010 g rms acceleration ) falls outside the range 
of Hansen's data; extrapolation leads to an objection level of 0.5 per-
cent. At a damping ratio of 0. 005, the recurrence interval is 2. 25 
years, and the level of objection is about 5 percent. The high natural 
frequency, high stiffness, and increased reference width all contribute 
to the reduction in acceleration. 
Scheme 9. Complete acceleration analysis has been performed on 
scheme 9, as was described previously for scheme 3. The results were in 
Figure 4.11(b), which is repeated here as Figure 5.4(b) with accelera-
tion criteria superimposed. 
Table 5.2. 
Some results are also summarized in 
5.4 Modifications to Reduce Response 
Structural Properties. The approximate functional relationship 
between rms acceleration, natural frequency, stiffness, and loading PSD 
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TABLE 5.2 
SUMMARY OF HUMAN RESPONSE MEASURES IN SCHEMES 3, 8 , AND 9 
Measure of human response 
Mean recurrence interval SO% 
of motion perceivable by 
various % of occupants 90% 
98% 
Percent of occupants objecting 
based on 0.004 g acceleration 
(Figure 5. 3 )-!"' 
Percent of occupants objecting 
based on 0.010 g acceleration 
(Figure 5 . 3 )-!"' 
Damping ratio 0.005 
Scheme Scheme Scheme 
3 8 9 
always - 3 days 
11 days - 11 days 
18 days - 1 mo 
80%+ - 80%+ 
17% 5% 12% 
Damping ratio 0.010 
Scheme Scheme Scheme 
3 8 9 
1 wk - 1 wk 
1 mo - 2 mo 
3 mo - 6 mo 
60% - 30% 
3.5% 0.5% 1% 
*It is suggested that the .010 g acceleration level is a better estimate of human objection than the 




Based on this equation, the following would have a beneficial effect on 
the acceleration: 
1. Increase the natural reduced frequency f = f D/U, by ro o 
increasing f
0 
or D (see Section 4.4, Approximate Analysis). 
2. Reduce the natural frequency f . 
0 
3. Increase the generalized stiffness k* 
4. Increase the damping ratio t. 
Items 1 and 2 are contradictory in the requirement on f ; the actual 
0 
influence must be determined by calculation. Representative results 
were shown in the design charts of Figures 4. 7-4.9. Figures 4. 7 and 
4. 8, at wind directions 270° and 90°, are also representative of 330° 
and 30°, and therefore also of the total acceleration. These figures 
indicate the optimum natural frequency to be about 0.61 to 0. 70 Hz. 
If f is to be increased, it is evidently more beneficial to do ro 
so by increasing D rather than f . 
0 
shows the lowest acceleration response. 
This is in part why scheme 8 
Increasing the stiffness is clearly the most effective means of 
reducing acceleration. This will act directly in inverse proportion, 
and also indirectly through its effect on the natural frequency. The 
generalized mass m* can be varied to help optimize f
0 
independently 
of k·k Further explanation can be found in Section 4. 5. 
Apparently scheme 8 or 9 represents the highest stiffness available 
within acceptable architectural limits and the structural system of a 
braced frame. Additional stiffness could possibly be achieved by using 
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a shell structure, or one having a structural skin of steel or concrete 
in place of the present architectural aluminum. 
Structural damping was discussed in Section 4. 3. It would be 
beneficial to use bolted connections in highly stressed areas, rather 
than welded connections. The benefit achieved is difficult to quantify, 
but it might be appropriate to assume a damping ratio of t = 0. 01, 
rather than 0. 005. An even higher value could be assumed if concrete 
(not prestressed or post-tensioned) were used along with the steel 
frame. 
Mechanical Hardware. Damping can probably be increased 
substantially by adding energy-dissipating devices within the structure. 
This type of scheme was incorporated in the World Trade Center Towers 
[15]. 
Tuned-mass dampers are a recent innovative approach to motion 
reduction in tall structures. Such devices have been installed in the 
John Hancock Tower in Boston [16] and the Citicorp building in New York 
City [ 17]. Technical information can be found in references 16-21. 
The analysis or design of these devices is beyond the scope of the 
present project. 
Architectural Modifications. Much of the response motion in the 
EPIA control tower is induced by an abnormally high loading PSD, which 
is the result of vortex shedding. This shedding reaches a high inten-
sity because of the long uninterrupted architectural lines of the 
slender pedestal. The loading could probably be reduced by suitable 
architectural modifications of the nature of those shown schematically 
in Figure 5. 5. Interruption of vortex formation is the principle of 
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Figure S.S(e). Reduction of Dynamic Response by 
Architectural Modification 
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on tall stacks for this same purpose [22]. Such devices will reduce the 
fluctuating loads (e.g., acceleration, cross-wind moment) but increase 
the mean load. Perforating the cladding, as in d), should reduce all 
wind loads. Unfortunately, these schemes cannot be quantitatively eval-
uated from the test data obtained on the original tower geometry. 
Increasing the width of the pedestal, as in Figure S.S(e), is an 
effective means of increasing the natural reduced frequency f of the ro 
tower, as described above. This method was incorporated in structural 
scheme 8. Vortex shedding will still occur on this tower, but at lower 
frequency than on other schemes. Since the shedding frequency is always 
less than the natural frequency, lowering the shedding frequency results 
in less resonant amplification in the response. 
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6. SUMMARY 
A wind-tunnel study has been performed on a model of the EPIA 
control tower, for the purpose of evaluating its dynamic response and 
effective wind load. Because the response was expected to be excessive 
and structural modifications were anticipated, a dynamic study was 
conducted in which the power spectral density of the externally-applied 
wind load could be determined. The tower response was then calculated 
from the load data, using various values of mass, stiffness, and damp-
ing. A two-degree-of-freedom system was assumed, incorporating the 
fundamental modes of response about orthogonal axes at the base of the 
tower. Lumped-mass properties were converted to generalized modal 
properties for this purpose using modal analysis. 
Wind records were obtained from the EPIA site and statistically 
analyzed to obtain rational design wind speeds. The dependency of wind 
speed with direction was considered for the evaluation of the tower 
performance, but not for strength design. 
The tower response was computed in the form of equivalent static 
loads, and rms acceleration at the control cab level. Design charts 
were prepared to show the effect of changes in structural properties on 
the response. 
From the wind loading power spectral densities, vortex shedding was 
identified as a major contributor to the high response of the tower. 
Guidelines were established to keep the tower's natural frequency high 
to prevent lock-in from occurring. 
A significant weight was subsequently added to the tower control 
cab, resulting in the Scheme 2 structure. The natural frequency of 
this scheme was such that vortex shedding could lock in, significantly 
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increasing response. Only a non-conservative estimate of the lower 
bound of acceleration could be made, which showed excessive response. 
Additional structural schemes explored various methods of increasing 
the natural frequency to prevent lock-in and reduce the level of 
response. Schemes 3, 8, and 9 were evaluated in terms of the design 
base moment for strength, and acceleration response for performance. 
The equivalent static base moment for a 50-year wind in these schemes 
is 110,000 k-ft, 43,700 k-ft, and 49,400 k-ft, respectively (1 percent 
damping). The mean recurrence interval of a . 010 g rms acceleration 
level is 3. 5 years, 19 years, and 13 years, respectively ( 1 percent 
damping). 
Existing literature was reviewed to obtain data regarding human 
response to acceleration in a tall building environment. These data 
were investigated for their consistency and adapted for application to 
the EPIA tower. Comparison of these results to the calculated response 
acceleration enabled estimates to be made of a) recurrence intervals at 
which motion will be perceptible to the tower occupants, and b) overall 
levels of objection to motion. 
Fifty percent of the occupants should be able to perceive motion, 
on the average, every 7 days in schemes 3 and 9. Virtually all of the 
occupants will perceive motion every 3 months in scheme 3, and every 
6 months in scheme 9 . Overall levels of objection, based on an 
acceleration level of .010 g and a reasonable interpretation of 
published criteria, are 3.5 percent, 0.5 percent, and 1 percent of the 
occupants in chemes 3, 8, and 9, respectively. On this basis, schemes 8 
and 9 appear to be satisfactory in terms of performance. 
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The acceleration response of all 9 structural schemes would be 
considered excessive or marginal at best, if a strict application of 
published human response criteria were made. The criteria are generally 
not directly applicable, however, since they pertain to frequency ranges 
related to taller structures, or untrained personnel unaccustomed to 
motion. Modifications were made to the published criteria to make them 
applcable to the EPIA control tower. 
Suggestions and guidelines were established by which the tower's 
response could be further reduced, if desired. 
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THEORY OF THE DYNAMIC WIND TUNNEL MODEL 
The traditional method of evaluating a tall building's response to 
wind loading is to use an aeroelastic model in a boundary-layer wind 
tunnel capable of modeling the atmospheric boundary layer. Such a test 
may be viewed as a physical analog of the governing equation, which in 
simplified form is 
. 
my + cy + ky = f(t) 
The aeroelastic model is scaled to the prototype, built, and "tuned" to 
proper values of the mass m, damping coefficient c, and stiffness k. 
The wind tunnel environment is configured to provide a properly scaled 
external loading f(t). This loading is a combination of the turbulent 
wind velocity and its interaction with the model. Only the approaching 
velocity and tubulence distribution is measured and known: the proper 
external model load f(t) exists but cannot be determined directly. 
The resulting motion of the model corresponds to y, the solution of the 
differential equation. 
It is important to understand that the test result is the solution 
to a complete differential equation which corresponds to particular 
values of mass, stiffness, and damping. If any of these parameters are 
changed, the model must be adjusted accordingly and the test repeated. 
The governing differential equation would be simple to solve 
analytically if the external loading f(t) were known. For a large 
class of structures this loading will be independent of the parameters 
on the left-hand-side of the equation and will be determined by the wind 
velocity field in conjunction with the building's geometry--i.e., it 
A-2 
will be independent of the building's motion. Thus one is led to seek a 
method of measuring the external loading term f(t) directly on a 
suitable model in the wind tunnel, after which the response y may be 
calculated for any desired combination of mass, stiffness, or damping. 
This type of model will be referred to as a dynamic--as opposed to 
aeroelastic--model. The model itself is rigid and geometrically similar 
to the prototype. Unlike the aeroelastic model, however, it is mounted 
on a very stiff base moment balance which allows negligibly small rota-
tions about the base to occur. Stated another way, the balance/model 
system has a very high natural frequency compared to that of aeroelastic 
balance/model system (which is intentionally made equal to the scaled 
natural frequency of the prototype). The balance is instrumented to 
measure the base moment on the model, and because of its high natural 
frequency, this may be considered to be the dynamic loading due to wind. 
It also turns out to be, very nearly, the proper form for use in the 
governing equation (for a structure with a linear mode shape, it is 
exactly the required form). The bandwidth of the system is from 0 Hz up 
to about one-half of its natural frequency. 
A method of solving the governing differential equation is 
available by considering the system in the frequency, rather than time, 
domain, as in the attached figure. This solution technique also pro-
vides valuable insight into loading and response mechanisms. Part a) 
shows an abstract representation of a general linear system as a "black 
box" having an input x(t) and output y(t). The box is completely 
characterized by its complex frequency response H{f). When the input 
(and therefore the output also) are random functions, a simple input/ 
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Schematic Representation of Wind Loading on a Tall Structure as a Linear 
System in the Frequency Domain 
a) General linear system 
b) Structure/wind interaction as a simple system 




s (f)= IH(f)l 2 • s (f) y X 
where S and S 
X y 
are the power spectral densities of the input and 
output, and IH(f) 12 is a real function known as a "transfer" or "admit-
tance" function. A statistical description of the output y(t) is 
available through its variance, 2 a, y which can be easily computed from 
the spectrum s (f). 
y 
A similar system in the context of wind loading on a tall building 
is shown in b). The input is the wind velocity u(z,t), now a function 
of height as well as time. The output y(z,t) is also a function of 
height; various response parameters such as moment, displacement, or 
acceleration may be interpreted as the response. An appropriate form of 
H(f) corresponds to the desired response parameter. This function 
is very complicated and unknown in general, as it represents effects 
distributed over the height of the structure, and the (poorly under-
stood) mechanism by which fluid exerts pressure on a body of arbitrary 
shape as it flows around it. 
It is convenient, however, to separate this function into two 
parts, one of which contains the complicated or unknown processes, and 
another which is amenable to analytical treatment. This is shown 
schematically in part c) of the figure where we now have two general 
linear systems. The first is characterized by an "aerodynamic admit-
tance," which transforms the wind velocity field into an equivalent 
scalar load F(t). This is the "generalized load" as used in modal 
analysis, defined as 
F(t) = fh q(z,t)~(a)dz 
0 
where q(z,t) is the pressure distribution due to wind, and ~(z) is 
the mode shape. The fundamental mode shape is nearly linear, i.e. , 
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~(z) : z, so the generalized load is approximately the same as the base 
moment. This is directly measurable in the dynamic model wind tunnel 
test. 
The second linear system, for which the generalized load is the 
input, is called "mechanical admittance." Its governing equation, in 
the time domain, is 
Mt + ct + Kt = F(t) 
where now M, C, and K are the generalized mass, damping, and 
stiffness, respectively, of the fundamental mode. These are all known 
(C must be assumed). Since F(t) has been measured in the dynamic 
model test, this equation can be solved analytically for the "general-
ized response" t. 
The solution is most conveniently performed in the frequency 
domain, where F and t are in the form of power spectral densities, 
and 
According to the governing equation as formulated above, t is equivalent 
to the base rotation of the structure. Alternate forms of the equation 
may be written, however, such that t is some other response parameter. 
In the frequency domain solution, this corresponds to using various 
forms of the mechanical admittance. Some examples are: 
t = base moment: 




In the above f is the natural frequency of the fundamental mode, 
0 
and t is the critical damping ratio, 
t = c 
2 JKM 
The total procedure may now be summarized as follows. A rigid, 
geometrically similar scale model of the prototype is built and mounted 
on a stiff base moment balance, then placed in a properly scaled wind 
tunnel environment. The balance has a suitable dynamic bandwidth due to 
its high natural frequency, and thus generates a signal corresponding to 
the externally applied dynamic base moment due to wind. The base moment 
is interpreted as the generalized load for a single-degree-of-freedom 
system equivalent to the fundamental mode of the real structure. The 
power spectral density of this load is computed from the measured time 
series. This load spectrum will be valid as long as the geometry of the 
structure is unchanged; mass, stiffness and damping do not affect it. A 
mechanical admittance function is then formulated, depending on mass, 
stiffness, damping and the desired response parameter. This function is 
multiplied by the load spectrum, which results in a response spectrum. 
The response spectrum may be numerically integrated to obtain the vari-
ance or root-mean-square value of the response. If results are then 
desired for other values of mass, stiffness, or damping, it is only 




MODAL ANALYSIS AND RANDOM VIBRATION 
Reduction to SDOF System Using Modal Analysis 
Solution of the Governing Equation Using Random Vibration Theory . 
Nomenclature 







Reduction to SDOF System Using Modal Analysis 
A common analytical model of a tall building, suitable for the 
analysis of dynamic horizontal loading, is to consider it a chain of 
lumped masses, connected in series by beam elements. Displacements in 
the x-direction, y-direction, and rotations about the (vertical) z-axis 
are considered independently. For each of these components, the 
structural "frame" model will have n degrees of freedom, corresponding 
to the side-sway (or rotation) of each floor or lumped mass point. The 
system may then be described by an n x n stiffness matrix [k], with an 
"input" n-component load vector {P}, and an "output" n-component 
displacement vector {x}. 
In a static system, these are related by the familiar equation 
{P} = [k] {x} 
When the loading varies with time and height, however, a complete 
description would be 
[m]{x} + [c]{~} + [k]{x} = {P} 
where (m] is the matrix of lumped masses, [c] is a matrix of damping 
coefficients, and {x} and {P} are now functions of time. This 
represents a system of n simultaneous equations, which would be dif-
ficult to solve even if {P} could be determined. If a transformation 
to a system of "generalized coordinates" is applied, these simultaneous 
equations are simplified to n uncoupled equations. Each equation 
corresponds to one of the generalized coordinates, t., which also has an 
1 
associated natural frequency f. 
1 
and mode shape {~} .. Furthermore, 
1 
due to the frequency distribution of wind energy, almost all of the 
excitation occurs in the fundamental mode associated with the lowest 
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natural frequency. It is then only necessary to consider the first of 
the generalized coordinate equations, which appears as 
m*t + c*t + k*t = P* (B.l) 
where 
mi'• = {cp}T[m]{cp} 
c1• = {cp}T[c]{cp} 
k* = {cp}T[k]{cp} 
p;';- = {cp}T{P} 
These are referred to as the generalized mass, damping, stiffness, and 
load, respectively. This governing equation is that of a conventional 
single-degree of freedom system. The solution of the system, t, is 
related to the actual system by 
{x} = t{cp} . (B.2) 
It can be shown that the natural frequency of the system is 
(B.3) 
A further key property of tall structures is that the mode shape 
may be approximated by a straight line, that is cp. = az. or {cp} = 
1 1 
a{z}. Since the magnitude of a mode shape is arbitrary, a may be taken 
as unity. The generalized mass then becomes 
T 2 {z} [m]{z} = lm.z. 
1 1 
(B.4) 
which is approximately the mass moment of inertia, I, about the base. 
The generalized load is 




which is the moment about the base, M. The displacement vector is 
{x} = ~{z}, or x(z) = ~z 
which shows that ~ is the rotation of the structure (which remains a 
straight line by assumption) about its base, e. By analogy to the SDOF 
system the generalized stiffness k;\- is equivalent to a simple rota-
tiona! stiffness k8 . Introducing the critical damping ratio, 
t c c"~• 
c;\-
= - = c* = c 2,Jk;\-m* cr cr 
= 2m;\-w 0 
where w = 2nf is the natural circular frequency, the governing 
0 0 
equation (B.l) may be rewritten as 
(B.6) 
Solution of the Governing Equation Using Random Vibration Theory 
Equation (B.6) is most easily solved in the frequency domain when 
the loading M(t) is random in time, since an arbitrary function of 
time can be described by a superposition of sinusoidal functions. For 
such a harmonic function at frequency f, 
M(t) = M sin(2nft + ~), 
0 
the solution is (in magnitude, ignoring phase) 
S(t) = ~ I H(f)l· M(t) 
a 
where the frequency response function H(f) 
IH(f)l = 1 
J[l-(f/f >21
2 
+ (2t£/f >2 
0 0 
is defined as 
In terms of the spring load M, which is equal to 
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the solution is simply 
M(t) = IH(f)l· M(t) 
Note that M(t) and M (t) are both moments, and that I H(f) I is 
dimensionless. If the driving frequency f is near the structure's 
natural frequency f , and the damping ratio 
0 
is low, this function 
is an amplification factor describing a condition known as resonance. 
M(t) is properly described as an externally applied base moment, 
whereas M(t) is an internal or "response" base moment. Note that if 
MC t) were externally applied to the structure and a static analysis 
performed, the calculated response (displacement or internal forces) 
would be the same as the actual response due to the real fluctuating 
load M( t). Thus M ( t) is also referred to as a "static equivalent 
load." 
When the loading M(t) is random in time, its statistical 
description as a superposition of harmonics is its "power spectral 
density," denoted SM(f). The response moment is then also described as 
a power spectral density, SM(f). The general result of random vibration 
theory is the relationship between these two, which is simply 
SM(f) = rH(f)l 2 • SM(f) (B.7) 
The relating function I H(f)l 2 is just the square of the frequency 
response function, and is referred to in general as the transfer 
function: 
I H(f)l 2 = 1 (B.8) 
This particular transfer function is also referred to as the "mechanical 
admittance." 
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The principal usefulness of the power spectral density of a 
function is that its variance may be computed as the area under the 
spectrum: 
(B.9) 
The response is expected to be normally distributed (Gaussian) 
statistically, and thus can be completely described by its variance 
and mean value M (note that the mean response M is equal to the mean 
load M). Since the structural damping is very low, the response is 
also "narrow band," i.e., it can be loosely described as vibration at a 
single frequency f with randomly varying amplitude. Each cycle of 
0 
vibration has a maximum and negative "peak" value associated with it. 
It is this series of peaks which are of interest insofar as structural 
design for strength or stiffness is concerned. It can be shown that 
these peak values obey a Rayleigh probability distribution, which is 
easily obtained from a,a. The expected value, variance, etc. of these 
peaks could be easily found from the Rayleigh distribution. What is 
more desirable, however, are statistics describing the largest peak 
which is likely to occur. Such an analysis is beyond the scope of this 
review, and the following result is simply stated: 
(B.lO) 
Here M is the expected value of the largest peak M occurring during 
a duration T of the loading M. The so-called "peak factor" gp is 
calculated as follows [B3] 
gp = ~ + .5772JJ ~2-1 
(B.ll) 
where ~ = ../2tnvT + tn/ffiiVT 
.J2tnvT 
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Peak factor 
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Rotational stiffness of fundamental mode approximated by 
straight-line shape 
Resultant base moment of externally-applied wind load 
Response (internal, static equivalent) base moment 
Mass matrix 
Generalized mass 
m. Mass lumped at floor i 
1 
{P} Vector of P. 
1 
P. Resultant force of wind load acting at floor i 
1 
P* Generalized load 
Power spectral density of ( ) 










e Rotation of fundamental mode approximated by straight-line 
shape 
t Generalized coordinate 
a( ) Standard deviation (fluctuating rms) of ( ) 
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2 Variance of ( ) a( ) 
{<I>} Mode shape 
tV Phase angle 
w Natural circular frequency 
0 
(-) Temporal mean of ( ) 
( ) Expected peak value of ( ) 
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WIND VELOCITY DATA AND PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS 
C-2 
WEIBUL DISTRIBUTION FIT P<>U>=exp<-(U/C)**K> 
STATION: EPIA ttl ' SAUDIA ARABIA ANEM HT= 1 Om , Units- mps 
Speed 
0-1 1-2 2-4 4-7 7-10 10-13 13+ TOTALS 
N 0.48 1.80 3.50 4.50 4.60 1.60 0.40 16.88 
NNE 0.48 1.30 1.90 3.00 2.20 0.70 o.os 9.63 
NE 0.48 0.90 1.60 1.50 0.30 0.10 o.oo 4.88 
ENE 0.48 1.20 2.00 1. 70 0.20 o.oo o.oo 5.58 
E 0.48 1.20 1.70 1.90 0.40 o.oo o.oo 5.68 
ESE 0.48 0.90 1.30 1.30 o.eo 0.10 o.oo 4.88 
SE 0.48 o.8o 1.30 0.80 0.20 o.oo o.oo 3.58 
SSE 0.48 1.60 1.20 0.90 0.10 o.oo 0.00 4.28 
s 0.48 1 .40 1.00 0.60 0.30 0.00 o.oo 3.78 
ssw 0.48 1.40 0.90 0.50 0.10 0.00 o.oo 3.38 
sw 0.48 0.90 0.30 0.20 o.oo o.oo o.oo 1.88 
WSW 0.48 1.40 o.8o 0.50 o.oo o.oo o.oo 3.18 
w 0.48 2.60 1.30 0.80 0.10 o.oo o.oo 5.28 
~w 0.48 1.90 1.50 0.60 0.20 o.oo o.oo 4.68 
NW 0.48 3.00 5.20 2.80 0.70 0.20 o.oo 12.38 
NNW 0.48 1.60 2.60 3.00 1.60 0.70 0.05 10.03 
100.00 
TOTALS 7.70 23.90 28.10 24.60 11 .8o 3.40 0.50 100.00 
Weibul Fit--
Vel(U) 2.50 4.50 7.50 10.50 13.50 Sumx,xx 
X=lnU 0.92 1.50 2.01 2.35 2.60 9.39 
X*X 0.84 2.26 4.06 5.53 6.77 19.46 
N P<>U> 0.86 0.66 0.39 0.12 0.02 Sumy, xy 
Y=ln<-lnP>> -1.93 -0.87 ~0.06 0.76 1.32 -0.78 
X*Y -1.77 -1.31 -o .13 1. 78 3.43 2.01 
slope-K 1.90 inter-b -3.73 C=e-b/K 7.10 
NNE P<>U> 0.82 0.62 0.31 o.oa 0.01 Sumy,xy 
Y=ln<-lnP>> -1.59 -0.73 0.17 0.94 1.66 0.45 
X*Y -1.45 -1.10 0.34 2.20 4.32 4.31 
slope-K 1.89 inter-b -3.47 C=e-b/K 6.24 
NE P<>U> 0.72 0.39 0.08 0.02 o.oo Sumy,xy 
Y=ln<-lnP>> -1.10 -0.06 0.92 1.36 2.57 3.69 
X*Y -1.01 -0.09 1.85 3.19 6.70 10.64 
slope-K 2.03 inter-b -3.07 C=e-b/K 4.54 
ENE P<>U> 0.70 0.34 0.04 o.oo o.oo Sumy,xy 
Y=ln(-lnP>> -1.03 0.07 1.20 2.53 2.58 5.36 
X*Y -0.94 0.11 2.42 5.95 6.72 14.26 
slope-K 2.29 inter-b -3.22 C=e-b/K 4.09 
E P<>U> 0.70 0.40 0.07 0.00 0.00 Sumy, xy 
Y=ln<-lnP)) -1.05 -0. 10 0.98 2.53 2.58 4.94 
X*Y -0.96 -o .15 1 .97 5.95 6.73 13.53 
slope-K 2.32 inter-b -3.37 C=e-b/K 4.27 
ESE P<>U> 0.72 0.45 0.18 0.02 0.00 Sumy ,xy 
Y=ln<-lnP>> -1.10 -0.23 0.53 1 .36 2.57 3.13 
X*Y -1.01 -0.34 1.06 3.19 6.70 9.60 
slope-K 2.03 inter-b -3.19 C=e-b/K 4.81 
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SE P<>U> 0.64 0.28 0.06 o.oo o.oo Sumy,xy 
Y=ln<-lnP>> -0.81 0.24 1.06 2.49 2.55 5.53 
X*Y -0.75 0.37 2.13 5.86 6.63 14.25 
slope-K 2.11 inter-b -2.85 C=e-b/K 3.87 
SSE P<>U> 0.51 0.23 0.02 0.00 o.oo Sumy,xy 
Y=ln(-lnP>> -0.41 0.37 1.32 2.51 2.56 6.36 
X*Y -0.37 0.56 2.67 5.90 6.67 15.42 
slope-K 1.90 inter-b -2.29 C=e-b/K 3.34 
s P<>U> 0.50 0.24 0.08 0.00 o.oo Sumy,xy 
Y=ln<-lnP>> -0.37 0.36 0.93 2.50 2.55 5.97 
X*Y -0.34 0.54 1.87 5.87 6.64 14.59 
slope-K 1.85 inter-b -2.27 C=e-b/K 3.43 
ssw P<>U> 0.44 0.18 0.03 o.oo o.oo Sumy,xy 
Y=ln<-lnP>> -0.21 0.55 1.26 2.49 2.54 6.63 
X*Y -o .19 0.82 2.54 5.85 6.62 15.64 
slope-K 1. 74 inter-b -1.94 C=e-b/K 3.05 
sw P<>U> 0.27 0.11 o.oo 0.00 o.oo Sumy,xy 
Y=ln<-lnP>> 0.28 0.81 2.40 2.44 2.50 8.43 
X*Y 0.26 1.21 4.84 5.73 6.50 18.54 
slope-K 1.48 inter-b -1 .1 0 C=e-b/K 2.10 
WSW P<>U> 0.41 0.16 o.oo 0.00 o.oo Sumy,xy 
Y=ln<-lnP)) -0.11 0.62 2.45 2.48 2.54 7.98 
X*Y -o .10 0.93 4.93 5.84 6.61 18.20 
slope-K 1.76 inter-b -1 • 71 C=e-b/K 2.64 
w P<>U> 0.42 0.17 0.02 o.oo o.oo Sumy,xy 
Y=ln<-lnP>> -o .13 0.57 1.38 2.52 2.58 6.92 
X*Y -o .12 0.86 2.78 5.94 6.71 16.16 
slope-K 1. 73 inter-b -1.86 C=e-b/K 2.94 
WNW P<>U> 0.49 0.17 0.04 o.oo o.oo Sumy,xy 
Y=ln<-lnP>> -0.34 0.57 1.15 2.51 2.57 6.46 
X*Y -0.31 0.86 2.31 5.91 6.69 15.46 
slope-K 1.81 inter-b -2.12 C=e-b/K 3.21 
NW P<>U> 0.72 0.30 0.07 0.02 o.oo Sumy,xy 
Y=ln<-lnP>> -1.11 0.19 0.96 1.42 2.64 4.10 
X*Y -1.02 0.28 1.94 3.33 6.87 11 .42 
slope-K 2.03 in ter-b -2.98 C=e-b/K 4.36 
NNW P<>U> 0.79 0.53 0.23 0.07 o.oo Sumy,xy 
Y=ln<-tnP>> -1.46 -0.46 0.37 0.95 1.67 1. 07 
X*Y -1.34 -0.70 0.75 2.24 4.34 5.30 
slope-K 1.79 inter-b -3.15 C=e-b/K 5.80 
ALL P<>U> 0.68 0.40 0.16 0.04 0.01 Sumy,xy 
Y=ln(-lnP>> -0.97 -0.10 0.62 1.18 1.67 2.40 
X*Y -0.89 -0.14 1.24 2.77 4.34 7.32 
slope-K 1.54 inter-b -2.41 C=e-b/K 4.79 
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STATION: EPIA Itt, SAUDIA ARABIA ANEM HT=lOm, Units- mps 
T yrs 0.10 0.50 1.00 2.00 5.00 10.00 '50.00 100.00 
N 16.5 19.2 20.2 21.2 22.4 23.3 25.3 26.1 
NNE 13.7 16. 1 17. 1 18.0 19.1 20.0 21.8 22.5 
NE 8.7 10.4 11.1 11.7 12.4 13.0 14.1 14.6 
ENE 7.4 8.6 9.1 9.5 10.0 10.4 11.2 11 .6 
E 7.7 8.9 9.4 9.8 10.4 10.8 11 • 6 11.9 
ESE 9.2 11.0 11.7 12.3 13. 1 13.7 14.9 15.4 
SE 7.0 8.3 8.9 9.4 10.0 10.4 11.3 11.7 
SSE 6.6 a.o 8.5 9.1 9.7 10.2 11.2 11 • 6 
s 6.8 8.3 8.9 9.4 10. 1 10.6 11 . 7 12.2 
ssw 6.2 7.7 8.3 8.9 9.6 10. 1 11.2 11.7 
sw 4.2 5.7 6.3 6.9 7.6 8.1 9.2 9.7 
WSW 5.2 6.5 7.1 7.5 8.1 8.6 9.5 9.9 
w 6.4 7.8 8.4 8.9 9.6 10.1 11.2 11.6 
WNW 6.6 8.1 8.6 9.2 9.8 10.3 11.4 11 .a 
NW 9.3 10.8 11.4 11.9 12.6 13. 1 14.2 14.6 
""'w 13.4 15.9 16.9 17.8 19.0 19.9 21.7 22.5 
ALL 16.6 19.1 20.1 21.1 22.4 23.3 25.4 26.3 
STATION: EPIA ttl, SAUDIA ARABIA 
Speeds in mph at Elev 675 ft, 0.14 power 1 aw 
T yrs 0.10 0.50 1.00 2.00 s.oo 10.00 50.00 100.00 
N 56.5 65.4 69.0 72.3 76.6 79.6 86.4 89.2 
NNE 46.8 55.1 58.4 61.5 65.4 68.2 74.3 76.9 
NE 29.8 35.6 37.8 39.8 42.4 44.3 48.3 49.9 
ENE 25.3 29.4 31.0 32.5 34.3 35.6 38.4 39.5 
E 26.3 30.5 32.1 33.6 35.4 36.7 39.6 40.7 
ESE 31.5 37.5 39.9 42.0 44.8 46.7 50.9 52.6 
SE 23.8 28.5 30.3 32.0 34.1 35.6 38.8 40.1 
SSE 22.5 27.3 29.2 30.9 33.1 34.7 38.1 39.5 
s 23.1 28.3 30.3 32.2 34.6 36.3 40.1 41.6 
ssw 21.0 26.3 28.3 30.3 32.7 34.4 38.2 39.8 
sw 14.4 19.5 21.5 23.5 25.9 27.7 31.6 33.2 
WSW 17.9 22.4 24.1 25.7 27.8 29.3 32.5 33.8 
w 21.8 26.7 28.7 30.5 32.8 34.5 38.1 39.6 
WNW 22.6 27.5 29.5 31.3 33.6 35.2 38.8 40.3 
NW 31.9 36.9 38.9 40.8 43.1 44.8 48.5 49.9 
~ 45.7 54.3 57.6 60.8 64.9 67.8 74.3 76.9 
ALL 56.8 65.2 68.7 72.1 76.4 79.6 86.7 89.7 
C-5 
WEIBUL DISTRIBUTION FIT P<>U>=exp<-<U/C)**K) 
STATION: EPIA tt2, SAUDIA ARABIA ANEM HT= 1 Om, Units- mps 
Speed 
0-1 1-2 2-4 4-7 7-10 10-13 13+ TOTALS 
N 0.05 0.90 3.70 5.00 4.20 2.50 0.50 16.85 
NNE 0.05 0.40 2.00 2.50 3.20 1.90 0.40 10.45 
NE 0.05 0.30 1. 70 2.10 1.30 0.20 o.oo 5.65 
ENE 0.05 0.30 1.40 1. 70 0.60 o.oo o.oo 4.05 
E 0.05 0.60 2.90 2.50 1.00 0.00 0.0"0 7.05 
ESE 0.05 0.40 1.60 2.20 1.00 0.10 o.oo 5.35 
SE 0.05 0.40 1.20 1.40 0.60 0.10 o.oo 3.75 
SSE 0.05 0.40 1.60 1.40 0.60 0.10 o.oo 4.15 
s 0.05 1.20 3.30 1.20 0.20 0.10 o.oo 6.05 
ssw 0.05 0.80 2.00 0,50 0.10 o.oo o.oo 3.45 
sw 0.05 0.40 1.20 0.10 0. 10 0.00 o.oo 1.85 
WSW 0.05 0.90 1.30 0.10 0.00 o.oo 0.00 2.35 
w 0.05 0.90 2.70 0.60 o.oo o.oo o.oo 4.25 
w-.IW 0.05 0.60 2.60 1.10 0.10 o.oo o.oo 4.45 
NW 0.05 0.60 5.20 3.90 0.90 0.20 o.oo 10.85 
N'4W 0.05 0.60 2.80 3.60 1.60 0.70 0.10 9.45 
100.00 
TOTALS 0.80 9.70 37.20 29.90 15.50 5.90 1.00 100.00 
Weibul Fit--
Ve 1 ( U> 2.50 4.50 7.50 10.50 13.50 Sumx,xx 
X=lnU 0.92 1.50 2.01 2.35 2.60 9.39 
X*X 0.84 2.26 4.06 5.53 6.77 19.46 
N P<>U> 0.94 0.72 0.43 0.18 0.03 Sumy,xy 
Y=ln<-lnP>> -2.85 -1.13 ~o .16 0.55 1.26 -2.34 
X*Y -2.61 -1.70 -0.33 1.28 3.27 -0.08 
slope-K 2.35 inter-b -4.88 C=e-b/K 7.98 
NNE P<>U> 0.96 0.77 0.53 0.22 0.04 Sumy,xy 
Y=ln<-1nP>> -3.12 -1.32 -0.44 0.41 1.18 -3.29 
X*Y -2.86 -1.99 -0.89 0.97 3.08 -1.69 
slope-K 2.45 inter-b -5.26 C=e-b/K 8.55 
NE P<>U> 0.94 0.64 0.27 0.04 0.00 Sumy,xy 
Y=ln<-lnP>> -2.75 -0.80 0.28 1.21 2.58 0.53 
X*Y -2.52 -1.20 0.57 2.84 6.72 6.41 
slope-K 2.96 inter-b -5.45 C=e-b/K 6.31 
ENE P<>U> 0.91 0.57 0.15 o.oo o.oo Sumy,xy 
Y=ln<-lnP>> -2.40 -0.57 0.65 2.50 2.5~· 2.73 
X*Y -2.20 -0.86 1.30 5.89 6.66 10.79 
slope-K 3.08 inter-b -5.24 C=e-b/K 5.48 
E P<>U> 0.91 0.50 0.14 o.oo o.oo Sumy,xy 
Y=Jn<-lnP)) -2.34 -0.36 0.67 2.55 2.60 3.12 
X*Y -2.14 -0.54 1.35 5.99 6.77 11.43 
s1ope-K 3.03 inter-b -5.07 C=e-b/K 5.32 
ESE P<>U> 0.92 0.62 0.21 0.02 o.oo Sumy,xy 
Y=ln<-lnP>> -2.43 -0.73 0.46 1.38 2.58 1. 26 
X*Y -2.23 -1 .09. 0.92 3.25 6.71 7.56 
slope-K 2.84 inter-b -5.07 C=e-b/K 5.98 
C-6 
SE P<>U> 0.88 0.56 0.19 0.03 0.00 Sumy ,xy 
Y=ln<-lnP>> -2.06 -0.55 0.52 1. 29 2.55 1. 76 
X*Y -1.88 -0.82 1.04 3.03 6.64 8.01 
slope-K 2.57 inter-b -4.48 C=e-b/K 5.70 
SSE P<>U> 0.89 0.51 0.17 0.02 0.00 Sumy,xy 
Y=ln<-1nP>> -2.16 -0.38 0.58 1 .32 2.56 1. 90 
X*Y -1.98 -0.58 1.16 3.09 6.66 8.36 
s1ope-K 2.61 inter-b -4.52 C=e-b/K 5.65 
s P<>U> 0.79 0.25 0.05 0.02 o.oo Sumy,xy 
Y=1n<-1nP>> -1.46 0.33 1 . 10 1 . 41 2.59 3.97 
X*Y -1.34 0.50 2.22 3.32 6.74 11.43 
s1ope-K 2.17 inter-b -3.28 C=e-b/K 4.54 
ssw P<>U> 0.75 0.17 0.03 o.oo o.oo Sumy,xy 
Y=ln<-1nP>> -1.26 0.56 1.26 2.49 2.55 5.60 
X*Y -1 .16 0.84 2.55 5.85 6.63 14.71 
s1ope-K 2.29 inter-b -3.19 C=e-b/K 4.01 
sw P<>U> 0.76 0.11 0.05 o.oo 0.00 Sumy,xy 
Y=1n<-1nP>> -1.28 0.80 1. 07 2.44 2.50 5.52 
X*Y -1 .17 1.20 2.16 5.73 6.50 14.41 
slope-K 2.20 in ter-b -3.03 C=e-b/K 3.96 
WSW P<>U> 0.60 0.04 0.00 o.oo 0.00 Sumy,xy 
Y= 1 n < -1 n P) > -0.66 1.15 2.42 2.46 2.52 7.89 
X*Y -0.60 1.73 4.88 5.78 6.55 18.33 
slope-K 1 .92 inter-b -2.03 C=e-b/K 2.88 
w P<>U> 0.78 0.14 o.oo o.oo 0.00 Sumy,xy 
Y= 1 n < -1 n P > > -1.37 0.67 2.47 2.51 2.56 6.84 
X*Y -1.26 1.01 4.98 5.89 6.67 17.30 
s1ope-K 2.43 inter-b -3.20 C=e-b/K 3.72 
WNW P<>U> 0.85 0.27 0.02 o.oo o.oo Sumy,xy 
Y= 1 n < - 1 n P > ) -1.85 0.27 1.33 2.51 2.57 4.83 
X*Y -1.69 0.41 2.69 5.90 6.68 13.98 
s1ope-K 2.68 inter-b -4.06 C=e-b/K 4.56 
NW P<>U> 0.94 0.46 0.10 0.02 o.oo Sumy,xy 
Y=1n<-1nP>> -2.78 -0.26 0.83 1.38 2.63 1.80 
X*Y -2.55 -0.38 1.67 3.26 6.85 8.84 
s1ope-K 2.97 inter-b -5.22 C=e-b/K 5.79 
NNW P<>U> 0.93 0.63 0.25 0.08 0.01 Sumy, xy 
Y= 1 n < - 1 n P > > -2.64 -0.79 0.32 0.90 1 • 51 -0.70 
X*Y -2.42 -1.19 0.64 2.13 3.94 3.10 
s1ope-K 2.40 inter-b -4.65 C=e-b/K 6.93 
ALL P<>U> 0.90 0.52 0.22 0.07 0.01 Sumy,xy 
Y=1n(-1nP>> -2.20 -0.43 0.40 0.98 1. 53 0.28 
X*Y -2.01 -0.65 0.81 2.31 3.97 4.43 
s1ope-K 2.13 in ter-b -3.94 C=e-b/K 6.37 
C-7 
STATION: EPIA #2, SAUDIA ARABIA ANEM HT=10m, Units- mps 
T Yr'S 0.10 0.50 1. 00 2.00 5.00 10.00 50.00 100.00 
N 15.8 17.8 18.6 19.3 20.2 20.9 22.3 22.9 
NNE 15.8 17.9 18.7 19.5 20.4 21 . 1 22.5 23. 1 
NE 10.0 11.2 11.7 12. 1 12.6 13.0 13.8 14. 1 
ENE 8.3 9.3 9.7 10. 1 10.5 10.8 11 . 5 11 . 7 
E 8.5 9.5 9.8 10.2 10.6 10.9 11.5 11 • 7 
ESE 9.6 10.9 11 . 4 11.8 12.3 12.7 13.5 13.8 
SE 9.3 10.8 11.3 11 .8 12.4 12.9 13.8 14.2 
SSE 9.2 10.6 11.2 11.6 12.2 12.7 13.6 13.9 
s 8.6 10.0 10.6 11.1 11.7 12.2 13.2 13.6 
ssw 6.9 8.1 8.6 9.0 9.6 9.9 10.8 11 • 1 
sw 6.3 7.8 8.3 8.8 9.4 9.8 10.7 11 • 1 
WSW 5. 1 6.4 6.9 7.3 7.9 8.3 9.2 9.5 
w 6.3 7.4 7.7 8.1 8.5 8.9 9.5 9.8 
WNW 7.4 8.5 8.9 9.3 9.7 10.0 10.7 11 . 0 
NW 9.6 10.7 11.1 11.4 11.9 12.2 12.9 13.2 
r+IW 12.9 14.6 15.3 15.9 16.7 17.3 18.5 19.0 
ALL 15.6 17.3 17.9 18.6 19.4 19.9 21.2 21.7 
STATION: EPIA M2, SAUDIA ARABIA 
Speeds in mph at Elev 675 ft, 0.14 power- law 
T Yr'S 0. 10 0.50 1.00 2.00 5.00 10.00 ~0.00 100.00 
N 54.0 60.8 63.5 66.0 69.1 71.3 76.2 78.2 
NNE 54.1 61.2 64.0 66.6 69.8 72.1 77.0 79.0 
NE 34.2 38.4 39.9 41.4 43.2 44.4 47.1 48.2 
ENE 28.3 31 .9 33.2 34.4 35.9 37.0 39.2 40.1 
E 29.0 32.3 33.6 34.7 36.1 37.1 39.3 40.1 
ESE 32.9 37.2 38.8 40.3 42.1 43.4 46.1 47.2 
SE 31.7 36.7 38.6 40.3 42.5 44.0 47.2 48.5 
SSE 31.5 36.3 38.1 39.8 41 .8 43.2 46.3 47.5 
s 29.~ 34.2 36.1 37.9 40.1 41.7 45.1 46.5 
ssw 23.4 27.7 29.3 30.8 32.7 34.0 36.8 37.9 
sw 21.5 26.5 28.3 30.0 32.1 33.5 36.7 37.9 
WSW 17.5 21.8 23.5 25.0 26.9 28.3 31 .3 32.5 
w 21.6 25.1 26.4 27.7 29.2 30.3 32.6 33.5 
WNW 25.3 29.0 30.3 31 .6 33.2 34.3 36.6 37.6 
NW 32.9 36.5 37.8 39.0 40.6 41.7 44.0 44.9 
NNW 43.9 50.0 52.3 54.5 57.2 59.1 63.3 65.0 
ALL 53.4 59.0 61.3 63.4 66.2 68.1 72.5 74.3 
D-1 
APPENDIX D 
TEST RESULTS: REDUCED POWER SPECTRAL DENSITIES 
OF GENERALIZED LOAD 
D-2 
RUN INDEX 
Run Wind Direction Equiv. Wind Configuration Page Nos. 
No. (De g) Dir. by Sym. Plot Tabulation 
7 27Q•k 90 A D-3 D-28 
8 280'1;- 80 (no adjacent D-4 D-30 
9 290 70 buildings) D-5 D-32 
11 300 60 D-6 D-34 
14 310 so D-7 D-36 
15 320* 40 D-8 D-38 
16 330-1• 30 D-9 D-40 
17 340-;'( 20 D-10 D-42 
18 350-;•;- 10 D-11 D-44 
22 260 100 D-12 D-46 
23 180 D-13 D-48 
24 190 170 D-14 D-50 
25 200 160 D-15 D-52 
26 210 150 D-16 D-54 
27 220 140 D-17 D-56 
28 230 130 D-18 D-58 
29 240 120 D-19 D-60 
30 250 110 D-20 D-62 
37 270 B D-21 D-64 
38 280 (upwind D-22 D-66 
41 320 terminal D-23 D-68 
42 330 buildings D-24 D-70 
48 340 included) D-25 D-72 
49 350 D-26 D-74 
so 0 D-27 D-76 
*Data obtained only to show effect of removing upwind terminal 
buildings. True data is Config. B. 
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e EP9581 - HX 





v~ • .., ~a ._~ 
'·~ •t ~ IQ,_ 
e •'• -,.. • ·~. 
a 
~ . . , . 
•• 
Red~eed Frequeney fD/U 





POWER SPECTRAL FILE EP0071 TI"E 11,57 OAY 26' OF 1'83 
PROJECT HO. S£10 
COHFIGUATIOH A 
WIHD YEL : 3~.S3 FPS 
~IR£CTIOH: 270 
RUN HO. 7 
CHANNEL MX IH COEFF. UN ITS 









Q. *A = 
G*A*L = 
2 SEGMENTS OF 40'6 SAftPLES AT 142.0' SIS TOTAL SA"PLE TI"E = 57.7 SEC. 
MEAH = .6228 Rf1S = 6808£-01 ROOT<AFEAi = .b768E-¢1 
N * 0/ll 

















. 72 (t£- (~2 
C:t?E-02 









































































. 948£·-0 1 
.9e7E-ot 
. 103 
. 1¢ f . 
. 1 t 0 
.114 

























. 14 7 
.159 
.163 
. 17 4 








. 24 (t 























POWEF. SPECTRAL FILE EP0072 TI"E 11: ~7 DAY 269 OF 1983 
PROJECT HO. 5t10 
COHF"tCUATIOH A 




F.IJH HO. 7 
CHAHHEL MV IH COEFF. UH ITS 










Q *A *l = 
142.0~ S/S TOTAL SAMPLE TI"E = ~7.7 SEC. 2 SEG"EHTS OF 40'6 SA"PLES AT 
MEAN= -.1,76E-02 F."S = .43~6E-Ol ROOT<AREA> = .43~6E-01 

















t·2 3E- Ce2 
. 72CtE-02 
. 81 ?E-02 












. 1 t·OE-04 




















. 2E,1 E-(•1 
.28CtE-01 
















. t 29£-03 
.151E-03 
.161£-03 






H * D/U 
.4S3E-Ot 












. ~87E-O 1 
. 103 
. 1 ¢ t. 
. 11 (• 
. 1 t 4 

























. 14 7 
. 159 
.1£3 
. 17 4 
. 178 































PROJECT NO. 5610 
CONFIGUATION A 
POWER SPECTRAL FILE EP0081 
WIND YEL : 35.51 FPS 
~!RECTIOH: 280 
TI"E 12! 
RUN HO. e 
CHAHHEL 11X IH 







40'6 SA"PLES AT 142.0!5 SIS TOTAl SAMPLE TIME • 2 SEG"EHTS OF 
MEAH • .5CJ24 Rl1S • . E.98C)E-O 1 F.OOT<AF.EA) = .7030E-01 













.'3(1 ~E- 02 
. 357£-¢2 
























. 1 'OE-02 




. 1 20 E- 0 1 
.tlOE-ot 
140£-01 











. 406E-O 1 
.445£-01 






























. 832E-O 1 
.871£-01 
. '1 (t£-0 1 
.948£-0t 
. <Je7E-o t 


































.128 . 714£-04 
.132 . 648£-04 
.143 .632£-04 
. 14 7 . 504E-04 
.159 .548£-04 t=' 
.163 .518E-04 I w 
. 17 4 .lS,E-04 0 
. 17 8 . 41 C)£-04 
.190 . 372£-04 
.194 .381£-04 
.205 . 433£-04 
.209 .563£-04 
.221 .403£-04 
. 225 .304£-04 
.236 .3£4£-04 
.240 . 29,£-04 
POWER SPECTRAL FILE EP0082 TI"E t 2: 5 DAY 2£' OF 1983 
WI HD VEL : RUH HO. 8 PROJECT NO. 5£1Ct 
COHFIClif1TIOH A CtiRECTIOH: 
35.51 FPS 
280 CHANHEL I'IY IN COEFF. UHITS 












2 SEG"EHTS OF 40'6 SA"PLES AT 142.0~ S/S TOTAL SAMPlE TI"E = 57.7 SEC. 
MEAN= -.2427E-Ot RMS = .4?~7E-01 P.OOTt AREA) = . 47!S?E-01 






































. 151 E-C•l 
.183£-03 




















N * S( N :• 
. 202E-03 
. 1 91 E-o 3 
.269£-03 
. t £9£-03 
.tSCtE-03 
211£-03 













N * DIU 
.484£-01 
52:2£-01 














. 1 1 (t 
.114 





























































PROJECT HO. 5610 
CONFIGUATIOH A 
POYER SPECTRAL FILE EP0091 
WI HO VEL ; 
Ct IRE C T I OH : 
35.43 FPS 
290 
TIME 12; t' DAY 26~ OF 1'83 
RUN NO. 9 
CHAHHEL ftX IH COEFF. UHITS 
HOH-DIMENSIONAL SPECT~UM N*SCH) OF MX YS. N*OIU : D = 









4096 SAt1PlES AT 142.05 SIS TOTAL SA"PLE TI"E = 2 SEGMENTS OF 
MEAH = .~240 RMS = . 5609£-ot FOOT<AREA) = .5£42£-01 
N * !i/U N * S(H) ------------------
(,J . (f 0 











































































. t 50£-03 
.22lE-OJ 
N * DIU 
. 48~E-O t 
.524£-01 













. 1 () 7 
. 111 
. 114 




















H * I>/ U H * SC H > 
---~-----~--~~~-~~ 
.118 







. 17 5 































POWEF. SPECTF.AL fiLE EP00'2 TIPIE 1 z: 1' OAY 26' Of 1'83 
PROJECT NO. 5~10 
COHFICUATIOH A 




RUN HO. ' 
CHANNEL MY IN COEFF. UN ITS 











2 SEG"ENTS Of 40'6 SA"PLES AT 142 0~ S/S TOTAL SAMPLE TIME= ,7.7 SEC. 
MEAN= -.76l~E-Ol F.~S = 4378E-01 ROOT<AREA> = .43~~£-01 















































































.lt 7E -o 3 
















. 1 (s 7 
. 111 
. 114 



















H * DIU 
. t 1 a 
. 12 2 
.128 
. 13 2 
. 144 
. 14 7 
. 159 
. 163 

































POYER SPECTRAL FilE EPOttt TIME 12:33 OAV 2b9 OF 1983 
RUH NO. 1i PROJECT NO. Sbi¢ 
C(iNfiGUATIOti A 
idiHb vEL : 
DIRECTION: 
35.ti3 FPS 
3(;0 CHAHHEL PIX IN COEFF. UH ITS 







2 SEGMENTS OF 4096 SAMPLES AT 142.05 SIS TOTAL SAMPLE TIME = 
MEAN = . 4263 RMS = . 4820£-01 ROOT<AREA> = .4?40£-01 



























































































































H * 1>/U 









































POUER SPECTRAl FILE EP0112 TiftE 12:33 OAY 26' OF 1983 
PROJECT HO. 5tt0 WIHD YEL : 3~.63 FPS 
CONFIGUATION A DIRECTION: 30~ 
RUH HO. 11 
CHANNEL f1Y IH COEFF. UH ITS 









2 SECftEHTS OF 40'6 SAftPLES AT 142.0!5 SIS 
= = Q•A 
Q•A•L = 
TOTAL SAMPLE TI"E = ~7.7 SEC. 
11EAH = -.2!526 RftS = . 5336E-O 1 ROOT<AF.EA) = .527,£-01 





















































































. 5CJ8£-0 1 
.£3££-01 










. t 06 






























































POWER SPECTRAL FILE EP0141 TlfiE 13: 6 DAY 26' OF 1'83 
Rlltt HO. 14 PROJECT HO. 5i1¢ 
COHF'IGUATION A 
WitH> VEL I 
DIRECTION: 
35.3f, FPS 
310 CHAHHEl !1X IN COEFF. UH ITS 












2 SEG"EHTS OF 40'' SAPIPLES AT 142.05 SIS TOTAL SA"PLE TI"E = 57.7 SEC. 
MEAN = .3054 RMS = .420,£-01 ROOT<AREA) = .4215£-01 





























































































. t 07 
. 111 



























































POWER SPECTRAL FILE EP0142 TII1E 13: ' DAY 269 OF 1983 
PROJECT HO. 5610 
CONFIGUATION A 
WIHO VEL : 35.36 FPS 
DIF.ECTION: 310 
RUN H 0. 14 
CHANNEL 11Y IH COEFF. UH ITS 











2 SEGftEHTS OF 40'6 SAftPLES AT 142.0~ SIS TOTAl SA"PLE TII1E = ~7.7 SEC. 
PIEAH = -.4181 Rf1S = .~,~6E-01 ROOT( AREA) = . 603:5E-01 


























































. 408E-O 1 
.447£-01 

























. 64 tE-O 1 
. 680£-01 











. 11 ~ 






































H * SC H > 
.148£-03 
.118£-03 




















POUER SPECTRAL FILE EP0151 TI"E 1 3l 15 DAV 2£9 OF 1983 
PROJECT NO. 5£1(1 WIND VEL : 35.32 FPS RUN NO. 15 
COHFIGUATION A CtiF.ECTIOH: 320 CHANNEL "X IN COEFF. UNITS 
HOH-Ol"EHSIOHAL SPECTRUM H•S<H> OF MX YS. H•OIU : D = 1. 487 IH. u • 35.32 FPS 
Q•A = . 2342 LBS 
Q•A•L = 4.,18 LB•IH 
2 SEGMENTS OF 409' SAMPLES AT 142.05 SIS TOTAl SAMPLE TIME = 57.7 SEC. 
MEAN • . 3007 RMS = . 577?E-<> 1 ROOT<AREA) = .571?£-ot 




















H • S<N> 




































































. 798E-O 1 
. 837£-01 
. 876E-O 1 





. t 11 
.115 





























































POWER SPECTRAL FILE EP0152 TI"E 13:15 DAY 2£' OF 1983 






RUN NO. 1' 
CHAHHEL t1Y IN COEFF. UN ITS 











2 SEG"EHTS OF 40'' SA"PLES AT 142.05 SIS TOTAL SA"PLE TI"E = 57.7 SEC. 
!'lEAH • -.4,29 RftS • . 63£1£-01 ROOT( AREA> = . £3~7£-01 




























































H * S( N) 
. 1 02E-02 
.12££-02 
. 605E-03 
















H * D /U 

















. 1 t 5 





























































POWER SPECTRAL FILE EP01£1 TI"E 13t25 DAY 2£9 OF 1983 
WIND VEL : 35.58 FPS RUN HO. 1£ P~OJECT NO. 5610 
CONFIGUATIOH A DIRECTION: 330 CHANNEL "X IN COEFF. UNITS 







2 SEGMENTS OF 409£ SAMPLES AT 142.05 S/S TOTAL SAMPLE TI"E = 
MEAH = . 2S91 Rf1S = . 4~~1£-01 ROOT<ARER) = .4574£-01 

































































































. 1 10 
. 114 

































































POYER SPECTRAL FILE EPOt£2 TI"E 13:25 DAY 2£9 OF 1983 
PROJECT NO. '£10 
COHFIGUATIOH A 
WIND VEL : 3~.58 FPS 
DIRECTION: 330 
RUH NO. to 
CHAHHEL "y IH COEFF. UNITS 











2 SEC"EHTS OF 409£ SA"PLES AT 142.05 SIS TOTAL SAMPLE TI"E = 5?.7 SEC . 
11£AN = -.5115 








































RMS = . £354£-0t ROOT!AREA) = .£3?0£-01 






















































. 1 (,, 
. 110 



















H * I>/ U 








































POWER SPECTRAL FILE EP017t 
WIND YEL : 35.59 FPS 
TIME 13:33 OAY 2'9 OF 1983 
RUH NO. 17 PROJECT HO. 5'10 
COMFIGUATIOH A DIRECTION; 340 CHANNEL I'IX IN COEFF. UN ITS 












2 SEGMENTS OF 40'6 SA"PLES AT 142.05 SIS TOTAl SAftPLE Tl"E = 57.7 SEC. 
ftEAH = .2,42 RMS = .448iE-01 ROOT<AREAI • .4468£-01 


















. 71 9E-02 
.815£-02 












































































































































POYER SPECTRAL FILE EP0172 TI"E 13133 OAY 2.69 OF 1983 
PROJECT NO. 5£10 
COHFIGUATICH A 
WIND VEL : 35.59 FPS 
~IRECTIOH: 340 
NOH-Ol"EHSIOHAL SPECTRUn H*SCH) OF "y YS. H*OIU : 
RUN NO. 
CHAHHEL PlY 
I) = 1. 487 u = 35.59 
Q*A = .2377 
Q•A•L = 4.£87 
17 





2 SEGMENTS OF 4096 SAMPLES AT 142.05 SIS TOTAl SAMPLE TI"E = 57.7 SEC. 
11EAN = -.4928 








































RMS = .7006£-01 ROOT<AREA> = .694££-01 






















































































































POYER SPECTRAL FILE EP018t TI"E 13:41 DAY 2£9 OF 1983 
WIND YEL : RUN NO. 18 PROJECT NO. 5£10 
COHFIGUATIOH A DIRECTION: 
35.,0 FPS 
350 CHAHNEL "X IH COEfF. UNITS 
NOH-OI"EHSIOHAL SPECTRUn H•S<H> OF "X YS. H*D/U: D = 1.487 
u = 35.60 
Q•A = . 2378 
Q•A•l = 4.£89 
2 SEG"EHTS OF 409' SAftPLES AT 142.05 SIS TOTAL SA"PLE TI"E = 
MEAH = . 1874 RftS = . 4731 E-O 1 ROOT< AREA) = . 4 737£-01 




















N * S<H> 
0.00 
. 128£-04 






























































. i37E-O 1 










. 1 o£ 
. 110 
. 1 t 4 










































. 24 (t 























PROJECT HO. 5610 
CONFIGUATIOH A 
POWER SPECTRAL FILE EP0182 




TlftE t3:4t OAY 26' OF 1'83 
RUH HO. 18 
CHANNEl "y IH COEFF. UNITS 












2 SEG"EHTS OF 40'6 SA"PLES AT 142.0:5 SIS TOTAL SA"PLE TI"E = ~7.7 SEC. 
riEAN = -.4441 Rr1S = .:5171E-01 ROOT<AREA> = .~157£-01 















































































. t 77£-03 






































H * D/U H * S< H) 
-~----~-------~-~-








































POYER SPECTRAL FILE EP0221 TIME 15:31 DAY 2£9 OF 1gs3 
PROJECT NO. 5£10 WIHD VEl ; 35.55 FPS RUN NO. 22 
COHFIGUATION A OIRECTIOH: Z60 CHANNEL "X IH COEFF. 








u = = Q•A 
Q•A•L = 
UNITS 
2 SEGMENTS OF 409' SA"PLES AT 142.05 S/S TOTAL SA"PLE TIME= 57.7 SEC. 
MEAN • .£027 RMS • .7102£-01 ROOT<AREA> • .,978£-01 

























































































































































PROJECT HO. 5610 
COHFIGUATIOH tt 
POWER SPECTRAL FILE EP0222 




Tift£ 1~&:31 DAY 26' OF 1'83 
RUN NO. 22 
CHANNEL "y IN COEFF. UNITS 











142.0:5 S/S TOTAL SA"PLE TI"E = :57.7 SEC. 2 SEGftENTS OF 40'6 SAftPLES AT 
"ERN a .2623£-01 RftS c .4623E-Ot ROOT< AREA> = . 4603£-01 

































































































. 1 1 0 
. 114 



















N * I>/ U H * S< H > 
--~---~~~--~-~--~-





. 14 7 
.159 
.162 































POWER SPECTRAL FILE EP0231 TI"E 1~:43 OAY 26' OF 1'83 
WINO YEL : RUH NO. 23 PROJECT NO. 5610 
COHFIGUATIOH A DIRECTION: 
35.60 FPS 
180 CHANNEL "X IH COEFF. UHITS 
HOH-DI"EHSIOHAl SPECTRU" H•S<N> OF "X YS. H•DIU : D • 1.487 u = 35.£0 
Q•A • .2379 
Q •A •L = 4 . £9 1 
2 SEGIEITS Of 40'6 SAftPLES AT 142.05 S/S TOTAL SAIPLE TIRE = 
ftEAH = .2094£-01 RftS = .4547£-01 ROOT<AREA> = .4~87£-01 
H * DIU 
0.00 
















.718£ ... 02 
.815£-02 


































































. 6 7££-01 
.714£-01 




























. 951 E-04 
.130£-03 















































POWER SPECTRAL FILE EP0232 TI"£ 1~:43 DAY 269 OF 1'83 
PRO,JECT HO. :5£10 
CONFIGUATIOH A 




RUH HO. 23 
CHANNEL MY IN COEFF. UNITS 











2 SEG"EHTS OF 4096 SA"PLES AT 142.0' SIS TOTAL SA"PLE TI"E = ~7.7 SEC. 
"EAH = 
H * DIU 




































































. 51 SE -0 3 
.353£-03 
.321£-03 








. t 37£-03 



























































. 1 97E-04 
.175£-04 
. 1 '5E-04 
















POYER SPECTRRL FILE EP0241 TI"E 15:53 DAY 2'9 OF 1983 
PROJECT HO. 5£10 WIHii YEL : 35.41 FPS RUH NO. 24 
COHF'IGUATION A CtiRECTIOH: 190 CHAHHEL MX IN COEFF. UNITS 
HON-DI"EHSIOHAL SPECTRUM N•S<H> OF MX YS. N•DIU : ~ • 1.487 IN. u • 35.41 FPS 
Q•A • .2354 LBS 
G•A*L = 4.£4 t LB*IH 
2 SEGMENTS OF 4096 SAftPLES AT 142.0' SIS TOTAL SA"PLE TI"E = ~7.7 SEC. 
I'IEAN • . 22(;CJ Rf1S = . 5005E-C.l ROOT< f(J?.ffl i :- . 5004f ... (•J 












. 26 tE-02 














































. 4 4' F ,. 0 1 
H i' S( ti i 
.9-44E-03 
. ?33t -(}3 
~t4t•l- -()3 
.1C:•9£:~t!2 




. 57 .. ~-~ 3 
. 502E-03 
.40££-03 
. 51 5E-03 
.38?E-03 
. 4 "t.f -o 3 




'2 4 •t .. ._, 3 
N i D/U 
.485E-Ot 
.~24E-Ol 
. !t f. 5E -o 1 
6 () l t -•) 1 
. £4 (•E -0 1 
. 6 79E-O t 




. S73E -o t 
. 9 t2E -o 1 
.951£-01 
. 9901: -Q 1 
.1 03 
. 107 
. 1 1 1 
. 11 5 




. 29¢ E -- C<3 
. 222t-(•l 
. 269£-03 
















t 'l ') 














. 24 l 
H * S( H) 
.ltSE-03 
.1,7f-03 
. 1 3SE -03 
. t 21 t. -o 3 
.99?E.-04 
.156E-O~ 







• 3 71 f. -o 4 
.344£-04 
.299E-04 






POYER SPECTRAl fllE EP0242 TI"E 1!.:53 DAY 2'9 Of 1983 
PROJECT NO. 5'10 
COHFIGUATJOH A 
WI HO 't'f l : 
f) 1 RE C T 1 CIH ! 
3 5. 4 1 F PS 
J~O 
RUN HO. 24 
CHAHH£L ftY IH CO~FF. UNITS 
HOH-OlMEHSIOHAl SPEtTRUft H•S<H> Of ftY VS. H*O/U : D = 1 . 48 7 
35.41 
. 2354 








2 SEG"ENTS OF 4096 SA"PlES AT 142.05 SIS l 01 At SAMPlE T 1 PIE = 57 . 7 SEC. 
"EI\N = .4,80 RM S = . :'14 ~o E-o 1 ROOlt AREA) = . 5:to££-ttt 










. 1 7£E -02 





. 528£ -~2 
.625E-92 
. 722£-02 
. 81 9E-Ct2 
tf *' S<H> 
0.00 
. 978E-C•4 






















. 130E-O 1 
.140f.-01 
. 1 5(~ f- () 1 
. 1 £4 f- ~·1 











H *- S( H >· 
. 1 ose -o 2 
. SO Sf -03 
. i' y¢f -OJ 
.,ttE-03 
. ~55£ -03 
. 54 5f -l' 3 
.5E.2f.-03 
. 39~E-03 






. 2 E. 4 E-o 3 
1 9.?1: -(l3 
. t e 31:: ·-('::; 
.:tof.t-o:~ 
. 1 1 ae -o ~ 
H * D lU 
. 4 e ~f ·-o 1 
.~t2-4f::-o1 
. 5t.3E -Q 1 
. 'o 1 E-o 1 
. 64 OE -0 t 
. '7 9E -o t 
. 7 t ef -o 1 
. 7 5 7f -(j 1 
. 79E.E-Ol 
.834E-01 
. e 7 3E -o 1 
. 91 2E -0 1 
.~51E-01 
.990f-"1 
. l 03 
.1 0? 
. 1 1 ] 
'f i ;: 
•• & ... c 

















."~E. e f- (•4 
. £8'3E.-04 
tt * f>/U 
. 11 e 






. 16 3 
.175 
. 17 9 
. 1 CJ(t 
. t 94 
. 206 




. 24 1 























POYEF SPECTPAL FILE fP02~t 1111E 1 £: 1 DAY 2£~ Of 19S3 
PROJECT NO. 5b10 
COHFICUAl!ON A 
WINO VEL : 
PlRECllOH: 
3 5. 4 ~. F PS 
200 
NOH-Dl"~H~!U"Al SPEC1FUA N*S<H> Ot MX YS. H*D/U : (;! u 
v*A 
Q*R*l 
RUN NO. 25 
CHAHHf.l t'iX IN COEFF. fJHJTS 
= 1 .~8/ 1 H . 
- 35.4£ f f-'"S •. . 23~C· LBS 
::: 4.£53 LB*IH 
2 SEG"EHTS OF 4096 SAKPLES Al 142.05 S/S lOT Al SAMPlE liME :: ~·?.? SEC. 
"EAN = .2191 R"S = .442bf-o1 RODTtA~fA> = .4449E-Ol 











. 21 2E- 02 







. 818E -02 






. 827[ .. (•4 
. 1 58 E- C<~: 
. 15?E-<<3 
. 1 :?:? E- C•?. 





. t 77E-G3 
.36f.aE-03 
. 391 £-(•3 
.5Zt)E-o3 
. ze,,E- o:?. 







. 1 50 E- Q 1 
. 1 £oil E- 01 
.184E-Ct1 
. ~ .. ~:n· ·~ l;· 1 
.222E-<-l 
.242E-01 






. ., .. ~~-01 
H * S( H ;r 
. 31 3E -() 3 
. ~· {-, 1 f -(~ 3 
, 2 8 7E ·-( :~ 
.4~1f-(,:~ 
. 4 ~p~ E-o:. 
.341E-o3 
.275E-03 
. 2 4 2E -o 3 
. 2 3 f.E -t.<~ 
.2t"RE-t:·?. 
. 2~QE -o~ 
. 2 1 4 E-o 3 
.22~if-Ct;;; 




-~·:3f· .. ~)3 
. 2 9 t• r: - {;> ~?-
N * O!U 
.484f-Ql 
- ~ ~~ :.;; f. . .. Ct 1 
.5f.2E· .. 01 
.6C·lE-·01 
. (., ?. ? f ·- £7, 1 
. & ? BE -01 
. 'll 7E -C« 1 
. ? 5 6E -0 1 
.?CJ!:-E-01 
.Sl3f·-~)1 
. a i' 2E -o 1 
. 9 1 1 E-o 1 
.CJ50E-¢1 
. 989E -t« t 
. 1 '.::-: 
. 1 C• 7 
. 1 1 (t 
1 1 4 
H * S<H> 
.22':'f-Q3 
26 4 t.- ~<~~ 
387f··(:·~ 
~:~ ~' ~) E ~ c.; :; 













. 44 ?f.- r:-:; 
N * Ct/ U 
11 8 
1? ., 
12 f; "i., . .., 
"'.,.} .. ; 











., .... r. 
---~.,) 
.237 
. :?.4 ~~ 












. 6 ~9 E -0 4 
.702E-ti4 









POWER SPECTRAl FILE EP92~2 TlPIE 1 E·: 1 DAY 2E-' OF 1'83 
RUH HO. 25 PROJECT NO. '610 
COHFJGUATION A 
WI HD VEl : 
DIRECTJOH: 
35.4f. FPS 
200 CHAHHf.l MY IN COEFF. UNITS 
HOH-Dl"~HSIONAL SPECTRUM H•S<H> OF "V VS. H•OIU : D = t.4al 
35.46 
.23£0 




2 SEGftEHT S OF 142.0~ S/S TOTAl SAMPLE Tl"E = 
"EAH = . '206 
40'6 SA"PlES Al 
R"S = .6784E-01 ROOT( AREA) = . 682,E-Ol 













. 30 9E- 02 




. 721 E- 02 
. 818£-02 


















. t 45E-02 
.t<-4£-vZ 




















li !t. S( H ;, 





. ') Y 1 f. - r;• ;:. 
7 0 ,.E -0 3 
. E. ~ 1 E ·~ (: J 
.itCtE-02 
. 798£-03 
. 't 3E -o 3 








N * D/U 
.484E-01 
. 52 3E ·-v : 
.562£-()1 
.E.OlE-01 
. 63i)E -() 1 
.67~[-t;~! 
. 7 1 ?I: -·0 1 
. 7 ~(.f. .. 0 1 
.?95£-01 
.83JE-Ol 






1 1 (1 
. 1 1 ~ 
~~ * S<N:• 
.317Er·()3 






















H * Ct/U 
.118 
. 12 2 
. 12 8 
. 132 




. 1? 4 
. 17 8 
.190 






• -. eJ \. 
. 24 (! 
H * S( N > 
.20;)£-03 
. 1 41 E -Q 3 
. 134£-03 



















POWER SPECTRAL FilE EP026t TJHE t 6: 9 DRY 2£9 OF 1983 
PROJECT NO. 5£10 WIND VEL ~ 35.23 FPS 
CONFIGUATIOH A DIRECTION; 210 









= 4. 5,4 





2 SECftEHTS OF 40'6 SAftPLES AT 142.05 SIS TOTAL SAftPLE TIHE = 57.7 SEC. 
"EAH = .3068 RMS = .4739£-f.tl ROOl(AREA> = .467(t£-01 
















































. l £5£-01 















4 5 ('JE -(;: 3 
.32g£-C3 
. 3 ~ eE P·o 3 




. 2 2 ~· E - (t ::! 






. l SSE-<.'3 
. 1? 1 E -c 3 
H * DIU 
.487£-()1 
.52E·E-Ql 
. 5 t. ~E -t) i 
.6C,..5£-(J1 
.644£·-(1 
. E. s 3 E #O ,. 1 
. 1;: 2E -v 1 
.7,1£-0t 
. 800E -(J 1 
. 839£-01 
. e 7 8£ -(c 1 
. 91 7E -(J 1 
.95££-01 
. 9'~E-fJ 1 
. t 03 
. l 0 7 
. 1 i 1 
. l 1 5 
























. 14 4 






















. t l'E-03 













TIJIIE 16: 9 DAY 269 OF 1983 
RUN HO. 2' PROJECT NO. 5£10 
CONFIGUAiiO~· A 
POYER SPECTRAL FILE EP0262 
WIND VEl : 35.23 FPS 
DIRECTION: 210 CHAHHEL MY IN COEFF. liN ITS 
D = 1.487 u 35.23 NOH-DI"ENSIONAl SPECTRUM H*S<H> OF "y VS. H*~/U : = 
Q*A = .2330 
Q•A*l = 4.594 
2 SEGMENTS OF 409£ SA"PlES AT 142.05 S/S TOTAl SA"PLE Tl"E = 
"EAH = .5318 R"S = .£527£-¢1 ROOT<AI'~EA> = .£:541£-01 


















. £28£ ... 02 





















H * 1>/U tt • S< N > ------------------
,,21£-02 
















. 4 '.\9 E- ¢1 
.449£-01 
. 963£-03 
. t 2?£-4)2 
.133£-02 




. 5? 5E -~3 
. 57 c·E -Q 3 
. 7 0 1 E ·~i.% 3 
.f,~(£-<>3 
.445£-03 





2 7 1 E -('<~ 
. 2 6 ~£ ... t; 3 
H * D/U 
.487E-Ot 
.52££-01 





7' 1 E -(c 1 
. eooE -o 1 
€;39£-()1 
. 8 7 ~E -<> 1 
. 91 ?E-o t 
.956£-01 
.995£-01 
. 1 (• 3 
1 (•? 
. 1 1 1 
. i i 5 
























t4 * t1/U 
. 1 t' 
.123 
.129 
. 13 3 
. 14 4 
.148 
.160 
. 1 , • 
. 17 6 









H * SC f~) 
. 191 E -03 





















POWER SPECTRAl FilE EP0271 TlftE 16: 16 f>AY 2£' OF 1'83 
PROJECT NO. 5610 WIND YEL : 3~.43 FPS 
CONFIGUATIOH A OJR£CT10H; 22~ 
RUH NO. 27 
CttAHHEl "X IN COEfF. UH ITS 










2 SECftEHTS Of 40'6 SAftPLfS AT 142.05 SIS TOTAl SA"PlE TIME = 57.7 SEC. 
ftEAH • .3104 RfiS = .~iOOE-01 ROOT<AREA) = .5663£-01 
H • DIU H • S<H> H • DIU H • S<H> H • I>/ U H * S< H > H • DIU H * S< H > 
~-~-~--~~~-~~--~~~ ~~~~-~~~~---~----~ -~--~~~~---~~-~~--~---~~--~~~~~-~-~-
0.00 0.00 .916£-f)2 7 t 9E -o 3 
.t21E-03 .202£·04 .101E-Ol 4 1 7E ··¢ 3 
.243E-~3 .377£-04 .111£-01 . 494£-ol 
.364E-03 .126£-03 .121E-Ot . 353E-03 
.546E-03 .138£-03 . 130£-01 ,,49£-03 
.789£-03 .l34E-03 .140£-01 .655E-03 
.103£-02 .192£-03 . 150£-0 t .535£-03 
.127E~02 .Si7E-03 .164£-01 . 411 E-o 3 
.152£-02 .384£-03 . 194£-(d .42(•£-03 
.l76E~02 .8,2£-04 .2(13£-01 .524f-(i3 
.212£-02 .399£-03 .223£-f.ll .5S~E-03 
.261E-02 .520£-03 .24~E-C:•l ~7~£-(<3 
.309£-02 .359£-03 .2£1£-¢1 . 50 2E ·-(<3 
.358E-02 .ttSE-~2 .281£-f)l . 519£-03 
.431£-02 .,40£-03 .300£-0 i .7,4£-03 
.528E-02 .576£-03 . 329£-0 t .455£-03 
.£25£-~2 .811£-03 .368£-01 .437£-03 
.722£-02 .667£-03 .407£-0t 443E-03 







. 7t8E -o t 
. 7 5 ?E-o t 
. 7'15£-o 1 
.934£-0t 
.873£-01 
-'12£ ... ·(.~1 
. 9 5 l E -(• ·t 
.989E-Ol 
. t 03 
. t (t 7 
. 11 t 
. 1 t 4 










. 1 7 a£- c.'1 




























. t 90E-Ol 
. t '1 E-o 3 
.140E-03 
. t 42£-03 















POWEr. SPECTRAL FILE EP0272 TJ"E 1 ': 16 DAY 26' OF 1'83 
PROJECT HO. 5t10 
COHFIGUATIOH A 




RUH HO. 27 
CHANNEL "'f IN COEFF. UNITS 










Q *A *l = 
2 SEC"EHTS Of 40'6 SA"PLES AT 142.05 SIS TOTAL SAMPLE TI"E = 57.7 SEC. 
"EAH • . 'OOf, R,.S = . i056E-O 1 ROOT( AREA) = . 610~£·,01 





































































. 4 0 E.E _,, 3 
519E-03 
. -to 1E-o3 
.383E-03 


















. a? 3E -o i . 't 2E -o t 
. 951£-•) I 
.989E-¢l 
. 1 (t 3 
. 107 
. 1 t 1 
. i 1 4 





. 262£- (:3 
.JOiE-03 
. .292E-03 
. 2S €: E- (.<~ 




. 138£- (•2 










. 14 4 
. 14 7 
. 15') 
























. 't? E-o 4 
. 460E-04 








POWER SPECTRAL riLE EP0281 TIME 1£:23~ DAV 2£9 OF 1983 
PROJECT NO. 5'10 
COHFIGUATION A 
WIND VEL t 35.4? FPS 
~IRECTIOH: 23~ 
RUN HO. 28 
CHAHHEL t1X IH COEFF. UNITS 
HOH-Dl"ENSIONAL SPECT~U" H•S<H> OF t1X YS. H*O/U : D u 
= 1.487 IIi. = 35.47 FPS 
409' SAMPLES AT 142.05 S/S 
Q•A 
Q•A•l 
= . 2361 L BS = 4.£5£ LB*IH 
TOT~L SA"PlE TiME = 57.7 SEC. 2 SEGMENTS OF 
MEAN • .3425 RHS • .444,£-01 ROOT< AREA) • . 450b£-C.1 













































. 130E- 01 
.140£-0l 










. 3 68 E- t.• 1 
.407£-Cal 
.445£-Ql 






. 3 7 SE -0 3 










. 2 3E.£ -03 
.l£1£-03 
.193f-(;3 






. 6 78£ -G 1 
. 71 7E -G 1 
. 7S,E-O 1 
. 794£-01 
. 833E-O 1 
. e 7 2E ··O 1 
.911£-01 




. 11 0 
. l 14 











. 102E- (•~ 
. 161£-(IJ 
. 138E-C)3 





N • I>/ U 
11 f3 

















N • S( N > 
.14iE-03 





















POWER SPECTRAL FILE EP0282 TI"E t£:23 DAY 26' OF 1C)83 
PROJECT NO. 5610 
CONFICUATION A 




RUH HO. 28 
CHANNEL MY IN COEFF. UHITS 











2 SEGftEHTS OF 40'6 SAftPLES AT 142.05 SIS TOTAL SA"PLE TI"E = S7.7 SEC. 
"EAH = .4156 RH $ = . ~3 59 E -0 l ROOT<AREA) = .525E.E~01 














































































. 2 4 5E -(1 3 
. 2''oE-,\3 






. 6 7 8E -G 1 
.7t7E-\)1 
756E-i)l 







. 10 7 
. t 1 (• 
. 1 l 4 



























. 16 3 
.17~ 
































POWER SPECTRAL FILE EP0291 TI"E t£:32 DAY 2£9 OF 1983 
RUN NO. 29 PROJECT NO. 5'10 
COHFIGUATIOH A 
WINO YEL : 35.52 FPS 
OIRECTIOH~ 24~ CHANNEL "X IH COEFF. UNITS 
HOH-DlftEHSIOHAL SPECTRU" H•S<H> OF ftX VS. H•DIU: D = 1.487 u = 35.52 
Q•A = .2367 
"-*A*L = 4.6,8 
2 SEGMENTS OF 4096 SAMPLES AT 142.05 S/S TOTAL SAMPLE TIME = 
MEAN = 
H • DIU 
.4572 Rt1S = 








































.5433£-01 ROOT( AREA) = . 5262£-01 


















. 40,£-0 t 
.44SE-Ot 
H * S< H) 

































. 9 e 7£ -f) 1 
. 10 3 
to£ 
. 1 1 \;t 
. 114 
























H * DIU 

































. t 51 E-04 







POWER SPECTRAL FILE EP6292 TIME 1't32 DRV 2'9 OF 1983 
PROJECT NO. 5£10 
CONFIGUATIOH A 
WIND YEL : 35.52 FPS 
OIRECTIOHt 240 
RUN NO. 29 
CHANNEL "y IN COEFF. UH ITS 
HOH-Dl"ENSIOHAL SPECTRU" N•S(H) OF "y VS. H•DIU : D = 1 . 48 7 I H . 




= 35.52 FPS 
= . 23ft7 LBS = 4.£68 LB•IH 
TOTAL SAKPLE TIME= 57.7 SEC. 
MEAN • . 24 72 RHS = . 4533£-01 ROOT< AREA> = . 4540£-01 













































. 1 30 E- 0 1 
.140£-01 
.149£-01 























. 4 ~ E.f -(.) 3 






. 2 8 E.E ... r,, 3 
. Z 71 E -(· .::: 
N * DIU 
.4e4E-<:~l 
. 522E-O 1 
. 5€-1 E-C:· 1 
. 6 \• (• E •· t.J 1 
.638£-01 
. '77£-0 1 
.71iE-Ol 
. i'SSE-01 
. 7 CJ 3E -¢ 1 
.S32E·..r.)t 
.871£-01 




. 1 (a' 
. 1 1 (t 
1 1 4 



















H • I> I U 

















. 24 0 






















POWER SPECTRAL FILE EP0301 TJ"E t£:40 DAY 2£9 OF 1983 
RUN NO. 30 PROJECT NO. 5£10 
COHFICUATIOH A 
WIND VEL : 35.43 FPS 
OIRECTIOH: 25¢ CHAHHEL t1X IH COEFf. UH ITS 











2 SEGNENTS OF 4096 SA"PLES AT 142.05 SIS TOT~l SAMPLE TI"E = 5?.7 SEC. 
"ERN • .5382 RftS = .6423£-01 ROOT(AREA> = .645££-01 





. 243£ ... 03 
. 364E-03 
































. 1 57E-02 




































. 328E -03 







. 60 tE-O 1 
. 6 4 OE -01 
. '?9£ -<) 1 
. 7 t 8E -o 1 
.75,£-01 
. 795£-0 t 
.834£-<)1 
673E-01 





. 11 1 










. 85 1 £- {)4 


















. 1 '0. 
. t·~ 4 
. 2¢6 



























POYER SPECTRAL FilE EP0302 TI"E t£;40 DAY 2'9 OF 1983 
PROJECT NO. :5£10 
COHFIGUATION A 




RUN NO. 30 
CHAHNEL 11Y IH COEFF. UNITS 











142.05 SIS TOTAL SA"PLE Tl"E = 57.7 SEC. 2 SEGMENTS OF 4096 SA"PLES AT 
"EAH • .68£2£-01 R"S = .4374£-01 ROOT( AREA) = . 4350£-01 




























































H * S( N I 




. 6 78E-·O 3 
. 743£-03 
. 415£-03 












H * DIU 





. '7 4}£ -o 1 
. 718E-O 1 




. 9t2E -o t 
.951£-01 
. 98~£-0 1 
.103 
. 1 (t 7 
. 1 1 1 
. 114 


















. 531 E- 03 



















H * S< N > 
. 394E-03 
.270£-03 




















POWER SPECTRAl FILE EP0371 TI"E 13=14 OAY 270 OF 1'83 
PROJECT HO. S£10 WIND YEL : 35.£8 FPS RUN NO. 
COHFIGUATION 8 DIRECTIOH' 270 CHANNEl "X 
37 
IN COEFF. UNITS 
HOH-DI"ENSIOHAl SPECTRUM H•S<N> OF "X YS. H•OIU : D = 1.487 u = 35.68 




Q•A•L = 4.711 LB*IH 
2 SECMEHTS OF 16384 SAftPLES AT 142.0S S/S TOTAl SAMPLE TIME = 230.7 SEC. 
MEAH • .S210 RftS = . 9121£-01 ROOT< AREA) = . 896 7£-01 














































































. 1£8£- C) 1 

















































H * 0/U N * SCH) 
~~---~~----~~~~---
.395£-01 






. 52(•£-0 1 
. 54,£·-0 1 
. 55 9£ --(~ 1 
. sea£-o 1 
.5,7£-01 










. 1 (• 2 
. l (• E. 
. 11 (• 
. 11 4 
. 118 
. t 21 
.125 































H * I>/ U H * S< N) 
-----~------~~~--~ 
. 13 3 
. 13 7 






























































POYER SPECTRAL FILE £P0l72 TIME 13:14 DAV 2?0 OF 1983 
RUN HO. 37 PROJECT NO. 5£10 WIN~ VEL ; 35.,8 FPS 
COHFICUATION B DIRECTION: 270 CHANNEL "y IN COEFF. UNITS 











2 SEGMENTS OF 1'384 SA"PlES AT 142.05 S/S TOTAL SAnPLE TIME = 230.7 SEC. 
MEAN • .3654£-03 RHS = .5£1£E-o1 ROOT<AREA> = .5£2££-ot 


















. 155£ ... 02 






































































































. 4 t 7£ -o 3 
.358£-03 





H * DIU 
. 3CJSE-Q 1 
. 405£-(t 1 
.433£-01 
. 443£-01 
. 4 72£-01 
.48:2£-01 
511E-t:«l 





















































































N * S( N > 














. 1 '7E-03 
.154£-03 
. t 52£-03 
. 137£-03 
. 120E-03 
. i S5E-o3 
. 1 oeE-o3 
.11,£-03 
.117£-03 











POWER SPECTRAL FILE EP038t TIME 13:50 DAV 270 OF 1983 
PROJECT NO. 5'10 
COHFIGUATION 8 
WIND YEL : 
01 RECTI OH I 
35.8b FPS 
280 
RUN NO. 38 
CHAHHEL "X IH COEFF. UHITS 












2 SEGMENTS OF 1'384 SAMPLES AT 142.05 SIS TOTAl SA"PLE TIHE = 230.7 SEC. 
MEAN • .4371 R"S • .9235£-01 ROOT<AREA> • .9029£-01 













































































. 1 £8E- 01 
.177£-0t 
.187E-01 
. 1 9£ E- 01 







































. 1 08E-02 
.959E-03 
. '1 7E -o 3 
. 921£-()3 
. 85,£-03 . 't eE-03 






. 4 79£-01 
. 5<:r8E-O t 
.518£-(•i 
. 5 4E.E -01 
. 55bE-O 1 
.585£-01 
.594£-01 
. f, 3 3E -~ 1 
. 6 71 E-o 1 
. 70CJE-O 1 
. ?48£-(c 1 
. 78€-E-01 







. 1 0' 






. 55,£- «:•3 
. 5' 1 E- 03 
.512£-03 


























































































POYER SPECTRAL FilE EP0382 TIME 13:50 OAY 270 OF 1983 
RUH HO. 38 PROJECT NO. 5£10 WIND VEL : 35.86 FPS 
COHFIGUATION 8 ~IRECTIOH1 280 CHAHHEl "y IH COEFF. UNITS 
= 
= 











2 SEGMENTS OF 16384 SA"PLES AT 142.05 SIS TOTAL SAMPLE TI"E = 230.7 SEC. 
MEAN • -.3600£-01 R"S a 
































H * S<H> 
0. 00 






























.4882£-01 ROOT<AREA> • .4879£-01 




































































. 4 7 9E -o 1 
.50SE-Ot 






















































































































POUER SPECTRAl FILE EP0411 
WIND Y£l : 35.,2 FPS 
TIME t5:53 DAY 27~ Of 1983 
PROJECT HO. 5'10 
COHFIGUATION 8 DIRECTION: 320 
RUH HO. 41 
CHANNEL MX IN COEFF. UNITS 







2 SEGMENTS OF 16384 SAMPLES AT 142.05 SIS TOTAL SAMPLE TlftE 
"EAH • .2923 RftS • .6041£-01 ROOT<AREA> • .5944£-~1 






































































. 1 01 E- 0 1 . 6 9 7E -0 3 
.111£-01 .591E-03 
.120£-01 .542E-03 





. 178£-01 . 566£-03 
.188£-01 .393£-03 
.198£-01 .481£-()3 
. 2Ct7E- 01 . 571E-Ct3 
.217£-01 .451E-03 
.227£-01 .496£-03 
. 236£-01 .503£-03 
. 24££-01 .514£-03 
.256£-01 .568E-03 













. 4 73£-01 
.482£-01 

















. 1 Oi 
. 11 (t 
. 1 14 






































= 230.7 SEC. 


































































POYER SPECTRAL FILE EP0412 TI"E 15:53 OAY 270 OF 1983 
RUN NO. 41 PROJECT NO. 5£10 
COHFIGUATIOH 8 
WINO YEL : 
I>IRECTIOH: 
35.,2 F'PS 
320 CHAHHEL "y IH COEFF. UNITS 











2 SEG"EHTS OF 16384 SAftPLES AT 142.05 SIS TOTAL SA"PLE TI"E = 230.7 SEC. 
"EAN = -.4776 RftS = .65,,£-01 ROOTCAREA) = .6585£-~t 































































. 1 Ct6E- 02 




















































. a (• 1 E -\.~ 3 











N * OlU 
.396E-Ol 
. .fOSE-01 





. 52 1 E ... (' 1 
.55vE-¢1 



















































































H * S< H) 


































POYER SPECTRAL FILE EP0421 TI"E 16: 18 DAY 27Q OF 1983 
RUH NO. 42 PROJECT NO. 5£10 
COHFIGUATION 8 
WIND YEL : 
DIRECTION: 
35.77 FPS 
330 CHAHHEl MX IN COEFF. UNITS 











2 SEG"EMTS Of 16384 SAftPLES AT 142.05 SIS TOTAL SA"PLE TlftE = 230.7 SEC. 
ftEAH • .2728 RftS = .56,2£-01 ROOT<AREA> = .5£47£-01 







































































. 1 2¢ E- 0 1 
.130£-01 

























































. 4 71 E-O 1 
.46(:£-01 
. 5(•9£-0 1 








. 750£-() 1 
. 78SE-O 1 
.82££-01 
.965£-01 
. ~OJE-0 1 
.942£-01 
. 980E-O 1 
. 102 
. 1 (t £ 
. 11 (• 



































































































POYER SPECTRAL FILE EP0422 TI"E 16:18 DAY 270 OF 1983 
PROJECT HO. '£10 
COHFIGUATIOH 8 




RUN HO. 42 
CHANNEL "y IN COEFF. UH ITS 










tj, :f. fi ;:: 
G*A*l ::: 
2 SEG"EHTS OF 16384 SA"PLES AT 142.05 SIS TOTAL SAMPLE TI"E = 230.7 SEC. 
"EAH = -.4695 R"S = . 7435£-01 ROOT<AREA) = .7407£-01 

























. 34 7£-02 
.371£-02 





































































































N * D/U 





. 48(1£-0 1 
. 5Q9f-() 1 
. s 19£-01 
. 54 SE-Q 1 
.557£-01 
. 58t·E-O 1 
.59££-01 
.634E-01 . '7 3E -o t 




. 865E-O 1 
. 903£-01 
.942E-01 
. 9 8 C•E -¢ 1 
. 1 v2 
. 10£ 
. t 1 (t 


















































. 1s 3 


















































PROJECT HO. 5'10 
CONFIGUATION 8 
POYER SPECTRAL FILE EP0481 
WINO YEL t 34.4' FPS 
OIRECTIOHJ 340 
Tift£ 12:48 OAV 271 OF 1983 
RUH HO. 48 
CHAHHEL rtX IH COEFF. tJHITS 









2 SEG"ENTS OF 1'384 SA"PLES AT 142.05 S/S TOTAL SAMPLE TIME = 230.7 SEC. 
!1EAH = . 2£04 RMS = . 5094£-01 ROOT( AREA) = . 4932£ ... 01 









































































. 124 E- 0 1 
. 134£-01 
.144£-ot 



























































. 52eE-c~ 1 
. 53e:E -o 1 
.568E-01 
.5?8£-01 
. 6&)8£-¢ 1 
. b 1 SE -o 1 
. '5SE-O 1 
. t,~S£-C< 1 
. 737£-01 
. 777£-0 t 
.817£-()1 





. 1 (t f . 






. t 34 








































































. 131 E-03 
























POWER SPECTRAL FILE EP0482 TirtE 12:48 DAY 271 OF 1'83 
PROJECT HO. ~610 
COHFIGUATION 8 




RUM HO. 48 
CH~HHEL MY IN CGEFF. UH ITS 
HOH-DI"ENSIOHAL SPECTRU" H•S<H> OF MY YS. H*D!U : D = 1.487 





Q*A = . 2212 
Q•A~:L = 4. 362 
2 SEG"EHTS OF 16384 SAftPLES AT 142.05 SIS TOTAL SA"PLE TI"E = 230.7 SEC. 
"EAN = -.4762 RftS = .66C)8E-01 ROOT< AREA) = . 6i3~f.-Ol 
































































































N * S< tt ;, 






. 1 OlE-02 
.102E-02 
.9E,f..E-0.3 
. 9t2E -o 3 
.921E-03 




















H * Ct/U 
.409E-01 








. 57 8E -01 
.608£-0t 






. 857E-O 1 
. S97E-o t 
,37£-01 
. 9 7 7£-01 
. 1 OZ 
. 10£ 





. 1 3 (t 
. 134 






























































H * S< H) 

































POWER SPECTRAL FilE EP0491 TI"E 13: 31 OAY 271 OF 1983 
PROJECT NO. 5£10 
CONFIGUATIOH B 




RUH HO. 49 
CHANNEL "X IH COEFF. UNITS 
HOH-OI"ENSIOHAl SPECTRUM H*S(N) OF MX VS. H*~IU ; D 
IJ 
= 1 . 49 7 I H. = 34.3¢ FPS 
2 SEG"EHTS OF 1£384 SAftPLES AT 142.05 SIS 
Q•A 
Q•A•L 
= . 2188 LBS = 4.314 LB*IH 
TOTAL SA"PLE TI"E = 230.7 SEC. 
"EAH = .1739 R"S = . 4'28£-01 ROOT< AREA i = . 4€.37£-01 






































































































.£80£-03 . s 1 7£ -o 3 
. ,68£-03 























H * D/U 



















. CJ42E-O 1 
. 982£-() 1 
. 102 
. 10£ 
. t 10 
.114 
. 1 18 
. 122 
. 12£ 
. 13 (t 
. 134 

































































































POYER SPECTRAL FILE EP0492 TI"E 13:31 DAY 271 OF 1983 
PROJECT NO. 5£10 
COHFIGUATIOt4 8 




RUH HO. 49 
CHAHHEL rtY IH COEFF'. UHITS 











2 SEG"ENTS OF 1'384 SA"PLES AT 142.05 SIS TOTAL SA"PlE Tt"E = 230.7 SEC. 
11EAH = -.445£ R"S = . 5397£-01 ROOT( AREA> = . 5344£-01 








































































































. 7 e.££ -o 3 
.:>50E-¢3 
.578£-(cJ 





















N * DIU 








. 571£-(,! 1 
5S1E-Ol 
. '11 E-o t 
.621£-()1 





. 8'2£-0 1 
.902£-01 
. 94~£-o 1 
.982£-vl 
. 1 () 2 
. 1 (t t• 
. 1 1 (t 






































































































PROJECT NO. 5£10 
COHFIGUATIOH B 
POYER SPECTRAL FILE EP0501 
WIND VEL : 34.28 FPS 
OIRECTIOH: 0 
TI"E 1£122 DAY 271 OF 1983 
RUN NO. 50 
CHAHHEL "X IH COEFF. UNITS 











2 SEC"EHTS OF 1'384 SA"PLES AT 142.05 S/S TOTAl SAMPLE TIME= 230.7 SEC. 
MEAN= -.1959£-01 RMS = .4719£-01 ROOT< AREA) = . 4£9££-01 






















































































. 25iE- 01 
.2£££-01 
. 2 7£E- 01 
. 286£-01 




























































. 1 (. 2 
. 106 
. 11 (• 




. t 3 (t 
. t 34 






























. 851 E- 04 


































































POYER SPECTRAL FILE EP0,02 TiriE t£:22 OAY 271 OF 1'83 
PROJECT NO. 5610 
CONFIGUATION 8 




RUN HO. 50 
CHANNEL 11\' IN COEFF. UH ITS 









2 SEGitENTS OF 16384 SA"PlES AT 142.0~ SIS TOTAL SAftPL£ TI"E = 230.7 SEC. 
ftEAH = -.44Z' 
































































RriS = .5068E-Ol ROOT<AREA> = .~0,3£-01 








.1 tSE-01 .483£-03 
.125E-01 .53SE-OZ 
.135£-01 .452£-03 




. 185£-01 .337£-03 
.195£-01 .341£-03 
.205£-01 .324£-03 
. 215£-01 .3£(1£-03 
. 226£-01 . 304£-03 
.236£-01 .292£-03 
. 246£-01 . 277£-03 
.25££-01 .250£-03 
.266£-01 .278£-03 



















. 582E-O 1 
.,t2E-ot 
. 622E-O 1 





. 862E-O 1 
.9o3E-ot 
. 943£-01 
. 983E-O 1 
.1 02 
. 10£ 
. 11 (t 
. t 14 
. tt e 
. t 22 
. 12£. 































. 255E- G4 
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